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THE VIEW FROM THE PRESIDENT

NICK JACKSON, FCMA, CGMA

I

t’s hard to think of
digitalisation as warm and
cuddly — however hard you
might try. If you take human
input out of a process, it
somehow becomes cold and
unfeeling. But if I’m honest, in
some cases removing the human
isn’t a bad thing. As far as
responsible financial leadership
is concerned, it can sometimes be
a very good thing.
Let’s take bias, a very human
trait. As we automate processes,
biases can creep (or even gallop)
in, skewing outcomes in ways
presumably unintended by their
creators. For example, in 2018, it
was reported that Amazon stopped
using a hiring program after
finding it favoured words more
often used in men’s CVs than
women’s and so led to more men
passing the initial automated
applicant screening. The bias had
clearly had a significant impact. To
stop that type of thing from
happening, a tremendous amount
of money and effort is being
invested in removing biases to
make these shortcuts fairer than
the human processes they are
replacing. If you want to read more about this area, The
Alan Turing Institute has some helpful suggestions,
available at tinyurl.com/y29ddy2x.
As an organisation, the Association champions the
move to a digital future but recognises that with that
move comes responsibility and the crucial need for
the human dimension. This presents a great
opportunity to establish trust. If you can show your
customers and other stakeholders that you are
operating responsibly in a technology environment
which is opaque to some, you will cement
trustworthiness. Why is that particularly important?
As the communications firm Edelman found,
customers say trust is second only to price in their
buying decisions. It’s a good example of something
intangible, trust, having an impact on something very
tangible — the bottom line.
When CIMA developed the Digital Mindset Pack
(tinyurl.com/CIMAdigitalmindset), the aim was to

highlight ways that the business
landscape has become
dramatically different from the
one many of us entered, and to
provide support to meet those
challenges. It reflected a finance
profession that’s changing from
being a cost centre to becoming a
driver of value, and technology is
at the heart of that change.
Our stewardship, and indeed
leadership, of change means we
have a perfect opportunity to
embed values into our value
creation. Whether it’s ensuring
that your hiring algorithm is as
bias-free as possible, or
scrupulously following data laws,
use this phase to really think
about the type of company you
want to be and start consciously
putting your values into these
new systems. This will also help
to positively differentiate your
organisation from those that do
the same thing, perhaps even
have the same technology but are
not as successful in stating and
living their values. Perhaps it’s
even time to revisit your values
statement (if you have one) and
involve your staff with co-creating
something which works for you and the new
landscape.
This approach will also benefit your pipeline.
Interestingly, like their Millennial predecessors, the
most recent cohort entering the workplace, Gen Z, is
interested in wider societal issues such as climate
change, healthcare, and unemployment. Deloitte
found that to win the hearts and attention of Gen Z,
companies and employers will need not only to
highlight their values but also live them. Saying one
thing while you do another will not cut it with them.
To Gen Z, a company’s ethics are much more
important now.
Finally, build in these changes for the long term.
While the shock of COVID-19 disruption is still fresh,
it’s easy to understand the imperative to change. As
that fades, you may find it easier to carry on business
as usual, but if you value the sustainability of your
business, think twice.

A responsible
digital future

‘While the shock of COVID-19
disruption is still fresh, it’s easy
to understand the imperative
to change.’
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Digital:
A business
protector
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I

have read lots of commentary on the
shape of the post-COVID-19 recovery.
V, U, Nike swoosh — all had been
suggested as the shape of things to
come, as it were. The view that makes
most sense to me — and which is backed by
the experience of members in Asia, the EU,
and the UK — is that between June and
September we saw a unique kind of
K-shaped recovery. That should be of
particular interest to our profession.
Put simply, this means there are two
recoveries happening simultaneously,
depending on the business. The top leg of
the K reflects the one being experienced by
digital businesses. The lower leg is the one
being experienced by those unable or
unwilling to reconfigure their business
model and processes to continue to deliver
their products and services.
Our Future of Finance research showed
us that digital change is accelerating and
digitally ready businesses are best placed
to take advantage of it. If we practise agility
and iteratively review our business model,
plus the tools we use to maintain it, we
will be equipped to keep pace. The
post-COVID-19 phase of digitisation is
where we can put this into practice to
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By Andrew Harding, FCMA, CGMA

create a sustainable organisation.
Digital business models have shown a
resilience probably greater than we have
given them credit for. Recent examples
demonstrate that being cutting-edge today
does not necessarily mean staying that way.
Take Airbnb, a poster child for the digital
economy but part of a sector all but
flattened by the pandemic. Its business
model depended on people travelling, but
sudden travel restrictions meant it lost a
reported $1 billion of booking cancellations
almost overnight. However, Airbnb was
born an innovative company, so it was
better prepared than most to pivot. It has
reconfigured itself and re-evaluated its
impact on stakeholders, which may put it in
a good place to bounce back.
As finance professionals, we use our
ingenuity and solve problems critical to
business survival. Our data skills are
boosted by software, freeing us to spend
more time with senior leaders providing
data-backed advice. To do that, we will need
to ensure we have the right equipment and
digital skills. As a starting point, we offered
our 2019 Digital Mindset Pack to help
members identify their learning needs so
they can lead business transformation, and

we are now on version two. (CIMA members
can access the pack at tinyurl.com/
CIMAdigitalmindset; AICPA members at
tinyurl.com/AICPAdigitalmindset.)
COVID-19 has shown that sudden
change can be brutal for businesses that are
pinned to a previous time. However, as a
McKinsey article suggested in April, if there
is some good, it is in the lower barriers to
improvisation and experimentation that
have emerged. That is just as well. The
future that COVID-19 has shown us is that
digital has to become a central part of
businesses if they are to survive, let alone
compete and thrive. Our profession will
continue to digitalise, and we will start to
see more of the type of careers that have
flourished in the K-shaped recovery, as
digital skills become a key differentiator in
business.
Change is certainly not easy, but staying
put is not an option.
Andrew Harding, FCMA, CGMA,
is chief executive–Management
Accounting at the Association of
International Certified Professional
Accountants.

P ODC A S T S
Do you wonder about the best way
to build your personal brand? Are
you hoping to assume a leadership
role but unsure about how to
become a better leader? Listen to
insights from a global collection of
finance leaders and other experts
in the FM magazine podcast.

Stream episodes at
fm-magazine.com/podcast
or subscribe on Apple Podcasts
or Google Play.

Brexit:
What’s
next for UK
businesses
into 2021?
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Dealing with the ramifications of
Brexit requires practical changes
and a shift in mindset, too.

A

s we rapidly approach the end
of the Brexit transition period
on 31 December, we know
change is coming. Far be it
from me to say esteemed
psychologist Abraham Maslow was wrong
when he said, “In any given moment we
have two options: to step forward into
growth or step back into safety,” but we
currently don’t have two options.
Businesses must step forward into growth
because stepping back, or even standing
still, simply aren’t options.
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By Simon MacAllister, FCMA, CGMA

In my experience working with clients
on Brexit, previous deadlines were
characterised by seeing many businesses
take a calculated gamble to do nothing. The
reasons for that approach varied, but it
worked, in hindsight. We know this
deadline is different, because the only
guarantee is that things will be different.
As this issue of FM was going to print,
we didn’t yet know whether we’re preparing
for a “deal or no-deal”, though for many
businesses the impact will actually be the
same, and hopefully you’re currently well

advanced on concrete changes in key areas
such as customs and supply chains.
If you have put these in place, for many
it’s still unlikely to be the finished piece of
work. So what should you be doing now? At
EY, we are using the framework of “Now,
Next & Beyond” to help think about
managing change and uncertainty.
Consider these three issues as you move
beyond Now, into Next and Beyond.
y Optimise.
y Build resilience.
y Manage uncertainty.

Optimise
For many businesses, the solutions they
have implemented for 1 January 2021 are
likely to be temporary. They are designed to
cover the requirements, for example, of
customs paperwork, at a minimum or basic
level. As the situation stabilises over the
first quarter of 2021, businesses need to
move to optimising. Whilst it will vary from
business to business, that will typically
cover:
y Safeguarding trade flows and how the
business operates, by examining what
is working in your supply chain and
identifying areas for improvement.
This could include areas such as the
location of material suppliers or taking
advantage of alternatives to reduce or
eliminate tariffs (depending on your
location).
y Putting support processes on a
permanent footing, for example IT and
staffing, by streamlining processes
and making changes to IT systems
that provide the maximum efficiency
benefits.
These are practical issues, but in the first
instance they require businesses to operate
with a mindset that retains the ability to
look beyond the Now and challenge
themselves on how best to move towards
Next. Everyone is busy, so in the first
instance this is a mindset shift that requires
conscious consideration of key issues, and
a move away from focusing on the most
urgent (but perhaps short-term) problem.

Build resilience
Throughout March and April of 2020,
COVID-19 showed how many supply chains
around the world are actually quite fragile.
For some companies, just-in-time
approaches with tight lead times are widely
used — by food and car manufacturers, for
example. Low stock levels, limited
flexibility, and a small number of key
suppliers all contributed to situations
where the consumer demand (irrational as
much of it was) could not be met.
Interruptions couldn’t be managed
properly, and there was limited or no
redundancy available within supply chains.
Other businesses were held back by their
lack of IT resilience as they rapidly adopted
new ways of working and collaborating.
It’s time to bring together COVID-19 and
Brexit planning teams so that your
business is looking holistically or
thematically rather than working on
individual questions. As you move to
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

It’s time to bring together
COVID-19 and Brexit planning
teams so that your business is
looking holistically or thematically.
Beyond, how does the business become
more resilient? This resilience is across the
organisation, including balance sheet, IT,
people, supply chain/operations, and
stakeholder management. For changes you
make to these areas, do you sacrifice
something else? Finding this balance —
whether financial, flexibility, service, or
people impact — is the challenge, but one
that must be addressed to ensure the
business is the right shape for the next
macro threat.

Manage uncertainty
The world continues on an unceasing arc of
complexity and unpredictability. With an
unprecedented level of technological
developments and a more interconnected
world, it seems there is more of this
complexity than ever before. How is your
business configured to identify, react to,
and respond to these factors? After
COVID-19, Brexit, political turmoil, and civil
unrest, what’s next and what does it mean
for your business? Questions to consider
include, do you have:
y The people with the right skills,
resilience, and flexibility?
y Processes and IT systems that are
adaptable and scalable?
y Partners or alliances that can be
tailored to help protect or grow your
business?
When considering your people, do your
teams contain people who thrive on
uncertainty or are they challenged by it?
Will they have the proactivity and flexibility
to help bring your business on a mission to
change, rather than be constrained by
existing structures, policies, or practices?
Some leaders are best suited to a “steady
state” environment but don’t have the
vision or capability to identify and manage
the tension that comes from uncertainty.
Start by considering how your existing staff
have each reacted and responded to the

uncertainty of the last six months, and work
from there on identifying areas to address.
One example of process capability is
your financial planning and analysis
(FP&A) function. Whilst we can’t ask it to
guarantee the future outcome, we can
expect it to design forecasting tools and
frameworks that achieve the following:
y Flexibility to consider varying
scenarios.
y A forecasting mindset that considers
which macro trends will affect
the business and assesses the
consequences of these trends.
y An honest assessment of the
probability of outcome, balanced with
a realisation of the impact if it occurs.
y A response capability that
acknowledges a trade-off of precision
for speed.
In recent years, an option we have seen
many clients follow is to enter alliances
with new partners. These alliances take
advantage of a particular speciality or
technology, are quick to conclude, can be
short-term, and do not carry the same
integration risk as, for example, an
acquisition. The financial profile of an
alliance is different from an acquisition, but
so is the risk.
As the curtain closes on an unforgettable
2020, it’s a good time to reflect on what it
has meant for your business, but more
importantly, what you can do, whether
relating to Brexit or other issues, to prepare
your business for 2021 and beyond. ■

Simon MacAllister, FCMA, CGMA, is a
Strategy and Transactions partner and
Brexit lead for Ireland at EY. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact
Oliver Rowe, an FM magazine senior
editor, at Oliver.Rowe@aicpa-cima.com.
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How resilient is
your strategy?

Among the lessons
organisations can learn
from 2020 is the value of a
plan that can account for
unforeseen events. Clearly
defined strategy provides a
strong base.
By David A. J. Axson
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T

he year 2020 has been exhausting in so many ways, but it has also
been an excellent stress test of an organisation’s resilience and
adaptability. We have seen distillers move from producing vodka to
hand sanitiser, restaurants initiate takeaway and delivery services in
days, and governments deploy unprecedented economic stimulus
to try to mitigate the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
As 2021 draws near, there are powerful lessons that can help organisations
navigate the uncertainty ahead by understanding and building strategic
resilience. Organisations that excel at this have strategies that remain relevant
in uncertain and volatile markets, and tactical plans, budgets, and operational
actions that can rapidly adapt to changing circumstances. This article explores
some attributes of strategic resilience and how we as finance professionals can
apply them.

investors as “a global streaming
entertainment service offering movies
and TV series commercial-free, with
unlimited viewing on any internetconnected screen for an affordable,
no-commitment monthly fee. Netflix is
a focused passion brand, not a
do-everything brand: Starbucks, not
7-Eleven; Southwest, not United; HBO,
not Dish”. Lego’s mission is to “inspire
the builders of tomorrow” and its vision
is to be “a global force for establishing
and innovating learning through play”.
Both descriptions make it clear what
business the companies are in and,
perhaps more important, what
businesses they are not in — essential
guidance when looking at how best to
respond to unforeseen events.

Seamlessly conduct business across
different channels

Demonstrate customer value
proposition

Not all jobs are suitable for remote
working, but many are. An August 2020
World Economic Forum study estimated
that approximately 40% of all urban jobs
in Western Europe can be performed
remotely. Having the flexibility to
accommodate different working locations
can be an advantage in recruiting staff and,
according to some recent studies, can
increase employee productivity.

Few customers read company websites
before making purchase decisions. A key
element of strategic resilience is that a
company’s current and prospective
customers have a clear understanding of
the value a company provides and can see
evidence of that value being delivered.
Marketing and communications can help
with the former, but the latter is delivered
through repeatable execution over time.
For example, Walmart has invested
heavily in storm preparedness and is
frequently seen as a reliable destination
before and after major weather events.
The company is clear about its role: “We
aim to use our internal resources to
identify emerging risks, help facilities
and associates prepare for disasters,
respond when disasters strike, and serve
as a triage point for emergencies in our
stores or offices around the world.”

2. Business model agility
Hallmarks of strategic resilience
Companies that thrive in difficult
environments often are ones that exhibit
a high level of strategic resilience. Here
are three main attributes of strategically
resilient companies:

1. Strategic clarity

Clearly define the mission and vision
In times of uncertainty, clarity of
mission and vision provides a clear
focus for what is truly important. For
example, Netflix describes itself to
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

Maintain supply chain flexibility
Companies should design supply chains
that balance the cost efficiencies of
low-cost single sourcing with the ability
to mitigate disruptions due to
overreliance on sole suppliers. The
Economist Intelligence Unit in a May
2020 report concluded that companies
are likely to move to more regional
supply chain networks that allow
production to be shifted from one region
to another in response to virus-related
lockdowns, trade wars, or other
geopolitical events.

Many retailers have been able to mitigate
the impact of reduced foot traffic through
stores by seamlessly blending online
ordering, home delivery, and kerbside
pick-up options for customers.

Connect with customers in
multiple ways
The ability to keep customers engaged is
crucial, and organisations can no longer
rely on a single channel or medium.
Trends such as virtual doctor consultations
illustrate that alternative methods can
work and, in some cases, may be preferable
to traditional mechanisms.

Support a location-independent
workforce

3. Financial flexibility

Create sufficient financial flexibility to
mitigate unexpected downturns
Effective working capital and cash flow
management that is reflected in
commercial terms, inventory
management, and financing facilities can
provide a cushion against unforeseen
risks and opportunities. According to
EuroFinance, the top 30 companies in the
US S&P 500 increased their cash holdings
by a collective $81 billion during the first
quarter of 2020. The increase was not
solely driven by large technology
companies. Procter & Gamble, General
Motors, and Coca-Cola all increased their
cash holdings by more than 100% from
the fourth quarter of 2019. Chevron, Pfizer,
Ford, and Humana logged 50% increases.
The ability to rapidly increase cash
holdings should be a key element of any
organisation’s strategic finance plan.

Create elastic cost structures that
can flex with revenue volatility
All companies carry some fixed costs,
but there are numerous ways to increase
cost elasticity to reduce the impact of
December 2020 I FM MAGAZINE I 11

Cost flexibility
Activity

Less variable

More variable

Staffing

Hire

Contract

Production

Insource

Outsource

Parts inventory

Own

Vendor-managed

Equipment/facilities

Build/own

Rent/lease

Distribution

Fleet

Contract ship

Technology infrastructure

On-premise

Cloud

Software

Buy/develop

Software as a service

Risk management

Buy insurance

Self-insure

events will only increase. The graph
“A Scenario-Planning Matrix” shows a
simple probability/materiality matrix for
a US-based consumer products
company.

organisation test the resilience of
strategy. From developing financial
models to support strategic and
investment planning to managing the
annual budget process, finance staffs
combine the analytic expertise and
business insight to help management
through the process. The biggest change I
am seeing in response to continued

and increase the speed of response to
sales volatility (see the table, “Cost
Flexibility”). Each choice does carry a
different risk profile, so careful analysis
should be done before making decisions.
Building resilience into strategy can
have a cost. However, the economic case
for resilience is not evaluated by a
straightforward investment analysis.
Judging the value of resilience is akin to
deciding whether to buy insurance —
does the size and probability of loss
outweigh the expected cost of mitigating
the loss? Actuarial science can play a role,
but as a starting point it can be helpful to
evaluate potential events on two axes:
probability and materiality of impact (see
the graph, “Materiality v Probability”).
Some question the value of planning
for relatively low-probability but
high-materiality events. However,
looking back over the last 20 years, there
have been numerous events that have
had a major impact on business: the
dot-com crash; 9/11 and the ensuing war
on terror; the SARS epidemic; Hurricane
Katrina, the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami,
and other devastating weather events;
the Great Recession; the European debt
crisis; the rise of the Islamic State; and
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Not all events affect all businesses or
locations to the same degree, but it
certainly looks as if many material
events are no longer low-probability
or low-impact. As the world becomes
more interconnected, effects of such
12 I FM MAGAZINE I December 2020

Testing strategic resilience
Finance and accounting professionals
have a key role to play in helping an

Materiality v probability
High

Materiality

Low

Probability

High

Scenario A: Channel disruption

Finance staffs combine analytic
expertise and business insight
to help management test the
resilience strategy.

Your company’s primary channel to its
customers is unavailable for 90 days. How
quickly can you switch to a viable
alternative? How much of your planned
sales can you still capture?

Scenario D: Competitive opportunity

market volatility and uncertainty is
increased use of scenario planning and
sensitivity analysis in both the strategic
and operational planning processes.
Looking to 2021 and beyond, here are
some scenarios that could help in testing
strategic and operational resilience:

Your largest competitor suffers a 50%
reduction in market value as a result of an
internal ethics scandal, but its core
business is sound. Can you mobilise to
execute a deal — a merger, acquisition, or
joint venture — within 14 days?
A key point to remember is that the
scenarios don’t have to be perfect. The
value is in discussing the likely impact
of such a scenario and then
envisioning what actions can be taken
to mitigate the downside impact or
accentuate the upside. When the
unexpected inevitably does occur, the
organisation will be far better
positioned to react with speed and
confidence, much like golfers when

Scenario B: Supply chain interruption
Your two largest suppliers are unable to
ship materials or provide services for up
to six months. Can alternate suppliers
meet your needs in 30 days or less?

Scenario C: Global catastrophe
A major global event (eg, a pandemic, a
severe economic downturn, or an
ecological disaster) results in a loss of 60%
of your business. By how much can you
reduce normal operating expenses within
the first 30 days? How many months can
you sustain the critical elements of your
business with cash on hand, credit lines,
or liquid investments?

faced with tricky bunker shots if they
have practised such shots previously.

The best will thrive
Strategic resilience combines the best of
strategy, decision-making, and execution.
No organisation is going to have absolute
clarity about the future, but those that
anticipate volatility and are able to
identify the need for action, define the
actions to be taken, and then execute
those actions will thrive in good times as
well as bad. As finance professionals we
have an incredibly valuable and
tremendously fulfilling role to play in
initiating, fuelling, and sustaining a
culture that doesn’t just tolerate ambiguity
but thrives on it. ■

A scenario-planning matrix
Consultant and author David A. J.
Axson is a retired partner from
Accenture, a co-founder of The Hackett
Group, and former head of corporate
planning at Bank of America. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact Neil
Amato, an FM magazine senior editor,
at Neil.Amato@aicpa-cima.com.

High
50% ↓
of retail
outlets

Pandemic

9/11 type
event

Bilateral
trade war

Loss of
major
supplier

Materiality

Resources
More from David A. J. Axson related
to strategy during COVID-19

Tax rate
change

“Strategic Implications of COVID-19
and Its Aftermath”, FM magazine,
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How CFOs
can enable
innovation
now
Businesses need innovation now
more than ever, so energise your
organisation by taking action in
three areas.
By Amy J. Radin

IMAGE BY ILONA NAGY/GETTY IMAGES

O

rganisations in every corner of the economy are
focusing with renewed intensity on innovating to
anticipate and meet new customer expectations
accelerated by and arising from the pandemic. We are
not going back to the way things were pre-2020. The
pressure is on to transform business models from top to bottom
and acknowledge that innovation, far from being “cool stuff” or an
off-to-the-side, not-always-measurable set of activities, is core to
any business’s strategy in this rapidly changing, uncertain, and
unpredictable world.
CFOs, by virtue of their role in an organisation, their platform,
and their relationship to the board, the CEO, and their C-suite
colleagues, are uniquely positioned to enable an organisation’s
innovation results. Their ability to exercise innovation leadership
at this moment may be vital to their business’s future. This article
presents recommendations on what they can do to enable the
innovation agenda and how to ensure their actions translate into
results. (For a look at whether an organisation could benefit from
devoting one executive to the innovation function, see the
sidebar “The Pros and Cons of Appointing a Chief Innovation
Officer”.)
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Defining ‘innovation’ — a word that sparks admiration
and controversy
The word “innovation” itself can be polarising. It conjures up
coolness and threat, inevitability and unpredictability, attraction
and avoidance. Few will debate that innovation is essential — yet it
fails more often than it succeeds and can be easily derailed by the
forces of the status quo.
Innovations are viable new offerings that solve people’s real
problems; ie, they:
y Can be executed and delivered — technically, legally,
ethically, financially, operationally, etc.
y May be new to a segment, geography, industry sector, or
even to the world.
y May be incremental — enhancing an existing business,

product, service, experience, etc. — or disruptive and
completely game-changing.
y Address actual needs of the people a business wants to
serve, whether the business has a business-to-business or
business-to-consumer focus.
y Exist in many forms as illustrated by the Ten Types of
Innovation model created by The Doblin Group. In its
research, Doblin has found that innovations tend to be
least effective when focused solely on product, and most
effective when combining five or more of the ten types. For
example, consider how Ikea has combined innovating the
brand, customer experience, product, business model, and
processes, or how Zappos innovates the brand, customer
experience, channel, product assortment, and business
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

model — in both cases creating unique positions in the
market and in the minds of their customers.

Where is the CFO’s leverage to enable innovation?
The CFO can accelerate innovation progress, energise the
organisation, and signal culture change by taking action in three
areas:

Ensure resources are adequately allocated to innovation
Innovations don’t generally happen within the confines of the
annual planning cycle. The reality is that innovation can feel
messy relative to the structures most businesses follow around
budgeting, forecasting, and planning. It’s driven by the
marketplace, by customers’ expectations, and, as the world has
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CFOs must embrace the reality that to
be an innovation enabler, many of
their decisions will be ‘and’
decisions, not ‘either/or’ choices.
experienced this year, by events beyond
our control.
Consider good practices for
resourcing innovation that create
flexibility and support financial
management requirements. For
example:
y Challenge teams coming forward
with innovation proposals to
see themselves as founders, who
self-fund the very first steps
before seeking outside capital.
Good founders gather qualitative,
directionally meaningful customer
feedback, and develop rough
prototypes for proof-of-concept
purposes on shoestring budgets.
y Borrow from the startup playbook
by funding early-stage concept
development in incremental
tranches, investing relatively small
amounts of capital as milestones
are met. Plan a research and
development line into the budget
so that these investments are
accounted for; and anticipate larger
investments when it is time to scale.
y Value and consider each innovation
initiative as an item in the

investment portfolio the business
is creating to assure the company’s
future. Each investment will have a
different degree of risk and reward,
and likelihood of success, and will
pay off at a different point in time.
We know that a balanced portfolio
mitigates risk and also bakes in
the reality that not all portfolio
items will succeed or succeed to
the same degree or at the same
time. Expect that many projects
will yield learning and fail to reach
commercial success but create
value insofar as they can inform
future efforts or may be “version
1.0” renditions that require further
iteration or time, so should not be
discarded. Mapping the portfolio
initiatives on a matrix will help
confirm whether the mix is right,
too aggressive, or too conservative
relative to the company’s strategy
and goals.

Develop policies and processes that
facilitate innovation
Some years back my team wanted to run
a test in partnership with a startup

company whose advanced technology
could enable exceptional delivery of
critical elements of the customer
experience, overcoming a significant
barrier that business-as-usual solutions
had not addressed.
The project manager set off through
the standard approval process, starting
with contacting the procurement team.
I received a call one day from the
procurement specialist who told me,
“We cannot work with this vendor
because, according to their [Dun &
Bradstreet] report, they lose money.”
No kidding. This was an early-stage
startup (which, incidentally, ended up
with a $300 million-plus exit a few years
later that we never could have foreseen).
As is typical of early-stage businesses,
this startup was losing money at that
point — capital had been invested in
building a world-class platform, and the
sales pipeline was not close to maturing.
By the standards of a scale business
operating in a highly regulated sector,
integrating a capability from a
P&L-negative provider would not be
acceptable. But in the case of a
low-volume test of a new capability
whose functionality is not core to the
safety and soundness of the enterprise,
the risks are different and so are the
mitigation strategies. In this case, we
articulated upfront a clear exit plan,
including what we would communicate
to customers involved in the pilot;
acknowledged that the pilot investment
would be written off; and had a clear
plan to account for a write-off in our
financials.

The pros and cons of appointing a chief innovation officer
As a two-time former corporate chief innovation officer, I am
often asked, “Is it a good idea to have a chief innovation
officer?” Here’s the not-so-simple answer:
y Innovation happens with skills, leadership, and a
mindset that are quite different from those that drive
a mature business at scale. The benefits of a C-suite
innovation executive with the authority to hire and lead
a small team are that this team, properly built, can
seed those complementary skills and capabilities, and
the role can be a powerful signal to the organisation
that innovation is a priority.
y The downside is that innovation does not happen
in a silo and will benefit from the capabilities and
institutional knowledge of the organisation at large. A
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separate team can send a false signal to the rest of the
organisation that the accountability rests in the team,
when in fact everyone should feel they have skin in the
innovation game.
The CFO is well positioned to advocate for innovation
governance that engages the entire C-suite and:
y Holds business unit heads and functional experts
accountable for contributing to the innovation team’s
success;
y Encourages collaboration and pooling of expertise
needed to advance concepts before they warrant
dedicated staffing; and
y Helps ensure that innovation priorities and corporate
strategy are connected.

What to ask first
Top questions for establishing
innovation metrics for early-stage
concepts include:
y How big is the addressable
market?
y What would you have to believe
for this to be a concept worth
pursuing? In the absence of
a rear-view mirror’s worth of
history, it’s better to look forward
and envision market, customer,
operational, and other basics
that would need to exist for a
concept to appear reasonable.
y What appear to be the likely key
drivers of revenue, expenses,
and the balance sheet?
y What is the unit profit model, and
what is the potential to scale?

Applying policies and processes that
work well for a scale operation can be
overkill for a nascent concept.
Innovation requires a different
approach with rigour appropriate to the
task, risk, and capital involved.
What can the CFO do to cultivate
innovation-appropriate policies and
processes?
y Help C-suite colleagues and the
finance team focus on asking the
question “What is the problem we
are trying to solve?” in assessing
next steps for a new concept.
y Ensure relevant processes are
in place to assess and approve
innovation vendors and other
strategic decisions that both enable
experimentation and address the
need to protect the enterprise.

Adopt relevant metrics
Early in my corporate career when I was
on a team seeking seed funding for a
new concept, an executive offered
valuable advice that has stuck with me.
In a presentation to this particular
executive, the team shared copious
financial analyses, including five years’
worth of P&Ls carried out to the penny.
He waved aside our spreadsheets and,
laughing, told us, “Don’t seek a level of
precision that cannot be possible when
you are looking at something so new.”
Instead, the CFO can lead the
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

adoption of common-sense approaches
to ensure discipline — the right kind of
discipline — for evaluating and
monitoring emerging business models.
When measuring innovation
effectiveness, what is most important is
to ask the right questions, be confident
in relying on judgement where facts
simply do not exist, seek metaphors
from other sectors or markets, and
accept good enough data that can be
refined along the way.
Smart questions answered in fast
test-and-learn cycles can help a team to
derive the relevant metrics and keep
innovation projects moving closer to
success, or to the set-aside pile.
There is comfort in hard data. It is
reassuring to see numbers in organised
columns and rows with optimistic
trends demonstrating success. But
innovation is messy, and it’s vital to
explore, listen, and dig into qualitative
insights that could be important signals
that are just too raw to quantify. (See the
sidebar “What to Ask First”.)

What can the CFO do to succeed as
an innovation enabler?
The CFO role is evolving, and for people
pursuing careers that include even a
stint in the finance function, this is an
exciting time to make an expanded
contribution to their company,
leveraging the unique positioning and
attributes of their roles. Address these
four priorities to support this evolution:
y Step up to the broader role,
acknowledging the opportunities
beyond traditional reporting,
budgeting, and forecasting
responsibilities and how critical
this scope is to the business’s
future.
y Update the talent strategy for the
finance function, in particular by
recruiting diverse team members
and encouraging the strengthening
of skills in customer insight, data
analytics, and trend analysis that
will enable them to be productive
and highly valued thought
partners to colleagues working on
innovation initiatives.
y Assess and augment the
capabilities the function needs
to perform effectively now,
particularly technology capabilities
that allow ready access to useable
data and support the team’s ability

to get from data to insight to action.
y Find the right balance between

shareholder requirements and
those of the other stakeholders to
the business — customers, vendors,
partners, employees, regulators,
and the broader community.
CFOs must embrace the reality that to
be an innovation enabler, many of the
decisions they will be asked to make
will be “and” decisions, not “either/or”
choices. They will be faced with
polarities. To identify, shape, test,
launch, and scale innovations requires
financial management approaches that
may feel at odds with traditional ways of
operating. But the adoption of fit-forinnovation methods is essential to
nurturing new ideas and allowing them
to grow into commercial successes. ■

Amy J. Radin is the author of The
Change Maker’s Playbook: How to
Seek, Seed and Scale Innovation in
Any Company. Her corporate career
included roles as a Fortune 100 digital,
marketing, and innovation executive.
Now as a keynote speaker, and as an
adviser and board member, she brings
her expertise to help teams innovate.
She serves on the Association of
International Certified Professional
Accountants’ board of directors. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact
Kim Nilsen, FM magazine’s publisher,
at Kim.Nilsen@aicpa-cima.com.

Resources
Conference
The virtual Digital CPA Conference
2020 will be held on 8 December.
For information, visit
tinyurl.com/y3dgw5q9.
AICPA members
MBAexpress: Creativity and Innovation
– V 2.0, tinyurl.com/yxtsjxsw
CIMA members
Technology and the Disappearing Cost
Curve, tinyurl.com/y4clam5u
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Pandemic
lessons for
the next
global crisis
Here are lessons from the coronavirus pandemic, compiled in a
toolkit, for whatever challenges may lie ahead.
By Sabine Vollmer

T

he coronavirus pandemic
accelerated business trends
that were emerging before
efforts to contain the virus
shocked economies worldwide.
Remote working will be more common.
Multinational companies are considering
regionalising and localising their supply
chains. The digital economy will play a
bigger role, and along with it the flow of
data. Automation is expected to increase.
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Many companies that have thrived
during the crisis are likely to continue to
benefit. But regardless of how much or
how little a business struggled, the
decisions made, experiments launched,
and lessons learned during the early days
of the crisis are valuable assets to carry
into 2021. These ideas can improve
resilience and ensure business continuity
once the pandemic is over.
From cash management to data

analytics to strategic pivots, the pandemic
has given the finance function a chance to
demonstrate its value as a business
partner, as Stephan Burow, ACMA, CGMA,
put it. Burow is vice-president of finance at
Gousto, a UK company that delivers
ingredient and recipe kits for making
meals to customers’ homes. When people
started cooking more at home and
customer demand soared, outstripping the
company’s ability to fulfil orders, Burow
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more tips, tactics, and strategies in three
categories — business strategy, cash
management, and risk management.

Developing a strategy
out of the crisis
Financial planning methods
are evolving quickly as
companies seek to recover from the
coronavirus pandemic and grasp emerging
opportunities. These three methods can

help with strategic decisions.

Scenario planning
Crises require real-time planning
methods, rapid simulation, and modelling
techniques to adjust to evolving events:
y Adjust planning parameters, such as
how often management should meet
and how far out forecasts should
look, to account for rapidly changing
conditions.
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used data analytics to help with daily
forecasting. As a result, Gousto prioritised
filling orders of existing customers over
acquiring new customers, kept the supply
chain flexible by changing recipes, and
managed the risks the business was facing.
Gousto’s lesson was just one of many
that management accountants and finance
professionals from around the world have
shared in FM magazine since the
pandemic began. Here is a compilation of

y Assess what technology is needed to collect and analyse

‘What we mean by cash war room is an
infrastructure which allows you to
rapidly get organised around key cash
events, key cash KPIs, key cash metrics.
And more important than having the
metrics and the data is creating a cash
culture within the organisation.
Organising executives around the need
for cash, a cash mindset, and that we
need to really look at each and every
action we are taking with that
framework. And then finally, creating a
bit of a central team which is looking
and managing all of the cash-related
items, whether it is receivables,
payables, purchase orders outstanding,
what are the incoming sales.’
Ankur Agrawal, McKinsey partner, healthcare
and strategy and corporate finance practices
“How CFOs Can Create a COVID-19 Crisis War
Room”, FM magazine podcast episode,
20 April 2020, tinyurl.com/y56jqh4r

more business intelligence data more rapidly and
efficiently. Determine whether it makes sense to partner
with organisations that can help aggregate and analyse data
on a global level or across industries. Such partners may be
software companies, public-private efforts such as the UK
Royal Society’s Rapid Assistance in Modelling the Pandemic
(RAMP) initiative, or corporate data-sharing alliances.
y Identify business drivers that are representative of the
crisis. Determine how the crisis is affecting revenue, cash,
and customers’ online and offline spending behaviour
and whether the crisis is disrupting the supply chain from
source to customer.
y Model rapid changes to external factors (infections and
deaths, unemployment, public health regulations and
rules, government stimulus, industry-specific impact) and
track them to spot trends in different markets.
y Create evidence-based playbooks based on the scenarios.
Plans in the playbook should address extreme highs and
lows and include mitigation strategies, such as delaying
purchases, managing expenses, and shifting inventory
geographically.

Forecasting and budgeting
A crisis may require a business to throw out its budget and pivot
at short notice:
y Take a look at the business’s cash flow forecast and cash
reserves.
y Run scenarios from the prepared playbook and figure out
the most likely effects on the business.
y Revise performance targets as data becomes available and
ensure they have a meaningful time horizon under the
circumstances. Use industry peers as yardsticks.
y Update forecasts as often as needed and look ahead as far
as possible to enable decisions. If conditions are volatile,
replacing forecasts with a few high-level scenarios is an
option.
y Allocate resources as late as possible and base decisions on
the latest dynamic cash forecasts.

Credits
Many management accountants and finance
professionals from around the world have shared their
knowledge in FM magazine since the pandemic began.
Those whose tips, tactics, and strategies are set out
here include:

Budgeting at Equinor, Norway.

Developing a strategy out of the crisis

Getting a handle on cash

Janneke Abels, vice-president of group planning for energy
company Shell.
David A. J. Axson, US strategist, consultant, and author.
Mark Birkin, co-director of Leeds Institute for Data Analytics in
the UK.
Bjarte Bogsnes, heads the implementation of Beyond

John “Jack” Alexander, CPA, experienced CFO and operating
executive turned adviser, author, and lecturer based in the US.
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Chris Ortega, director of finance, Americas at Emarsys.
Steve Player, CPA, CGMA, owner of US consulting firm The
Player Group.

Mark Gault, ACMA, CGMA, a UK-based business architect at
Gault & Co. Ltd.
Andy Gifford, ACCA, partner at Falcor BC, a UK accounting and
business coaching practice.

y Monitor actual developments through trend reporting,

control charts, or other reporting methods to better
understand what has been and might be happening.

Staying on track
Board leadership can protect employees, ensure the financials are
strong enough to ride out the crisis, and advise management to
look for potential business opportunities.
y Pressure-test management’s assumptions about the
financial, strategic, and operational implications of the
crisis.
y Ensure effective crisis management reporting. Board
members should know what information they can expect
to receive from management and how frequently. To help
the board understand what’s going on, management should
report on key indicators that represent operational impact,
risk mitigation, and business recovery.
y Evaluate management’s communication strategy with
employees and external stakeholders to prevent damaging
communication failures during the crisis.
y Advise management to develop post-crisis recovery plans
that could call for structural changes.

Getting a handle on cash
Survival and recovery depend on generating cash.
Finance can add clarity and steer the business
through the crisis with these tactics:

Project
To manage the risk to liquidity, a business will need rolling cash
forecasts. Management may carry them out under multiple
scenarios to understand the potential range of outcomes and
assess the broader potential range of the company’s cash position.
Any aspect of the business with enough impact to “move the cash
needle” should be forecast in enough detail to allow for
monitoring and action.
Several key areas have a significant impact on cash flow and
warrant particular attention, including payments from
customers, payments to suppliers, and payroll.

Senaka Kakiriwaragodage, FCMA, CGMA, acting CEO at NBD
Capital Holdings Limited, an investment bank in Sri Lanka.

Risk management lessons
Nadim Ahmad, UK restructuring and turnaround expert.
Heidi Allan, HR consultant in the UK.
Joe Anichebe, UK finance director at Northgate Vehicle Hire.
Will Barkway, people and culture specialist and a partner at
PwC in the UK.
Lyndy van den Barselaar, FCMA, CGMA, managing director at
ManpowerGroup South Africa.
Mark Beasley, CPA, KPMG professor of accounting and
director of the Enterprise Risk Management Initiative at North
Carolina State University in the US.
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‘Managing cash is a fundamental
activity for any business, and there is no
magic wand. What is needed is
continuous monitoring and
measurement of the areas where
companies know problems arise, for
example, payment delays from
particular customers, slow-moving
higher-value stock, or certain suppliers
that generate the majority of payment
queries. There’s nearly always a Pareto
effect whereby a minority cause most
problems and another minority are the
most valuable. So, it is important to
understand the story behind the
numbers, as some relationships are
valuable to the business and
some are not.’
Mark Gault, ACMA, CGMA, UK-based business
architect at Gault & Co. Ltd.
“Crisis Basics: Managing Cash”, FM magazine,
17 June 2020, tinyurl.com/y6nlt46f

David Biggs, ACMA, CGMA, the CFO at Farewill, a wills,
cremation, and probate company in the UK.
Tim Burghout, ACMA, CGMA, head of business development
and PMO at retail wholesaler Metro China.
Melanie Butler, partner at PwC UK.
Sherrod DeGrippo, senior director of threat research and
detection at cybersecurity firm Proofpoint in the US.
Alex Etchells, co-owner of Blackstrap Craft Distillery in
KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.
Aidan Goddard, FCMA, CGMA, vice-general manager and CFO
of Kärcher Investment China.
Julia Graham, deputy CEO and technical director of Airmic,
the UK-based association for professionals who are leading
organisations’ risk management or insurance.
(Continued on page 22)
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Optimise

‘The business continuity plan needs to
cover several types of risks, both
internal and external. Examples of
external risks are hurricanes, fires,
floods, pandemics, while examples of
internal risks can be internal fraud or
supply chain issues. What is really
important here is that the plan should
be generic enough to cater for all these
types of scenarios, but specific enough
to be able to instruct on specific actions
that need to be taken based on the type
of impact that these scenarios have on
the company.’
Cecilia Locati, FCMA, CGMA, vice-president
for risk, internal audit, and compliance at RHI
Magnesita, a global supplier of high-grade
refractory products based in Austria
“The Traits of a Strong Business Continuity Plan”,
FM magazine podcast episode,
10 June 2020, tinyurl.com/y633475c

Using the detailed forecast, finance leaders can then look
at each category of spend and prioritise based on what
provides the business with the greatest level of resilience.
Key targets for cash flow optimisation include:
y Credit control: Check for overdue invoices and
get commitments to pay; prioritise customers that
pay more quickly; and harmonise credit terms so
they are the same for each customer across the
company’s different business units.
y Inventory: Consider consignment stock agreements
to hold supplies as stock and pay for them when
sold; expedite orders that have not been shipped;
unpack inventory and get it on the shelf; and sell
merchandise that has been stocked for a long time,
at a loss if need be.
y Manage creditors: Plan to pay large invoices;
communicate regularly with key creditors; and
expedite ageing, unpaid invoices to avoid debt
build-up.

Communicate
Internal and external communication strategies must be
drawn up that focus on stakeholders affected by the cash
plan. Suppliers and creditors need as much lead time as
possible if the intention is to break normal payment
terms. Similarly, dialogue should be opened early with
those customers identified as critical for receipts.
Transparency and honesty will go a long way to
safeguarding business relationships post-crisis.

Look ahead
Identify points when cash will run low, and devise
specific plans to cover them. Operating actions such as
reduction of inventory, early receipts from customers,
and slower payments should be planned at a detailed
level, then recorded and tracked as part of the forecast.
Thereafter, financing will be required to cover any
existing holes.

Credits (continued from page 21)
Alyn Hockey, vice-president of product management at the UK
cybersecurity firm Clearswift.

John Manners-Bell, chief executive of UK-based market
research company Transport Intelligence.

Gaurav Jain, FCMA, CGMA, the CFO at the Indian branch of
French insurance company AXA.

Llewy Mateza, owner of The Local Grill, a steakhouse in
Johannesburg, South Africa.

Ivan Yong Wei Kit, angel investor in Hong Kong.

Matt Miller, FCMA, CGMA, the CFO at the UK’s National
Nuclear Laboratory.

Koray Köse, supply chain expert with the global research and
advisory firm Gartner.
Cecilia Locati, FCMA, CGMA, vice-president of risk, internal
audit, and compliance at RHI Magnesita, Austria.

Ian Pettifor, FCMA, CGMA, group CFO of insurance technology
firm Azur Underwriting in the UK.

Rajnish Magan, FCMA, CGMA, the CFO at Beumer India.

Ben Press, ACMA, CGMA, retail finance manager at BrewDog,
a UK-based brewer and distiller.

John Mahtani, ACMA, CGMA, Cinelab London’s co-founder and
chief commercial officer.

Rajesh Ray, ACMA, CGMA, the CFO and head of finance at
ZeOmega India.
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Risk management lessons
A crisis like the coronavirus pandemic amps up
risk management, forcing executives and
employees to adapt to remote work, learn new
technologies, and find new ways to serve clients and customers.
Businesses worldwide have to quickly figure out how to manage
the risks, probe the unknowns, and gain a better sense of what
may lie ahead.
Technology such as data analytics is useful to assess risks
and map out scenarios. Finance leaders’ appreciation of agility
heightens as supply and distribution chains are upended, cash
flow and working capital are affected, and the health of entire
workforces is endangered. And where planning, management,
communication, and leadership fall into place, new business
opportunities emerge from the crisis. (See the sidebar,
“Leadership Counts in a Crisis,” for more advice.)
Lessons learned suggest that as a crisis unfolds, these risk
management areas are critical and merit particular attention:

Employee safety
Keeping employees healthy is a top priority. Companies have
multiple options available in a pandemic, including allowing
employees to permanently work from home where possible,
reconfiguring workplaces and staggering shifts to assure social
distancing, cleaning and disinfecting workstations, and taking
temperatures and evaluating contact-tracing and locationtracking tools.
If employees are mandated to return to workplaces, they
should be given clear reasons as to why, and management should
consider offering hazard pay and benefits in recognition of their
commitment to return to work.

‘What a scenario plan does is before the
crisis hits, it allows you to think
through if it did, what would the likely
things happen that we’re seeing today,
and, therefore, what plays could the
organisation run in terms of having
cash reserves, in terms of shifting to
other approaches, in thinking about
what happens if restaurants shut down
or clubs shut down. How would you
shift your business? What would you
do? What could you do with your
employees and so forth? Those sets of
playbooks are what a good scenario
plan would have in place.’
Steve Player, CPA, CGMA, owner of
US consulting firm The Player Group
“Steering Your Budget Amid Coronavirus
Uncertainty”, FM magazine podcast episode,
23 March 2020, tinyurl.com/qq68zy9

Fraud prevention
The upheaval and uncertainty during a crisis are usually
invitations for fraudsters looking to catch individuals and
businesses unawares. In the pandemic, scores of office
employees suddenly working remotely present a major fraud risk
that scammers could try to exploit.
Finance professionals are prime targets for phishing scams by

Amrish Shah, FCMA, CGMA, former head of financial planning
and analysis at media production business Endemol Shine
Group in the Netherlands.
Mary Stojcevski, the CFO and executive director of Dicker
Data, an IT distributor in Australia.
Stephen Sutcliffe, director of finance and accounting for the
Shared Business Services unit of the UK’s National Health
Service.
Tom Teixeira, head of the risk advisory practice at Arthur D.
Little, an international management consultancy based in
Brussels.
Joanne Watmore, ACMA, CGMA, financial controller at
Equilibrium Financial Planning in the UK.
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Leadership counts in a crisis
Ted Delgado, CPA, CGMA, director of financial planning and
analysis at Hershey’s Amplify Snack Brands.
Paul Leroue, a leadership coach and principal at US-based
accounting firm Wipfli.
Loretta Outhwaite, FCMA, CGMA, wellbeing coach and deputy
director of finance at the National Health Service, Isle of Wight.
Sarah Rice, chief people officer at Skynamo, a South African
technology company.
Mike Sapperstein, CPA, CGMA, manager at Rosen,
Sapperstein & Friedlander LLC in the US.
Lindsay Stevenson, CPA, CGMA, vice-president of finance at
1st Financial Bank USA.
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‘The first thing I would suggest is invest in
the rapid development of emotional
intelligence, in self and team and
organisation. And I’m not just talking about
going out and getting a course on emotional
intelligence. I’m talking about emphasising
that skill within your organisation and
really helping people integrate these three
legs of the stool that make up the human
being. So, our cognitive superpower, our
physical bodies, which include both our
capacity to do as well as feel, and then our
emotions, right? We need to have all three of
those systems running at the same level of
operating software.’
Gretchen Pisano, the CEO and co-founder of
pLink Leadership management consultancy
“6 New Business Realities in the Pandemic Era”,
Journal of Accountancy podcast episode,
13 August 2020, tinyurl.com/yyf3cxsd

criminals hoping to defraud companies with a large remote
workforce.
To prevent attacks, cybersecurity experts recommend finance
professionals become aware of phishing scams typically targeting
them. The fraudulent emails sent by scammers often have the
appearance of coming from the company CFO, human resources,
or not-for-profit organisations generating statistics, and have
malware embedded.
Also, employees should use computers with updated software
and access company applications with multifactor
authentication.

Supply chain disruption
Just-in-time inventories, lean supply chains, and, in general, a
business continuity plan that relies on insurance as a bailout
represent major risks to surviving a crisis.
Caught unprepared by supply chain disruptions, a business is
left with few options. Finance and risk leaders must quickly
adjust purchasing and production based on the company’s risk
appetite.
To better prepare for the next time around, experts suggest
businesses audit all tiers of their supply chain to look for weak
links, diversify their supplier bases by building relationships in
different parts of the world with suppliers that can provide goods
of a similar standard, and include backup suppliers in their
business continuity plans.
The best business continuity plans are comprehensive, written
down, tested, and periodically updated, and include scenarios
where operations are severely disrupted by external events.

Mitigation of financial shortfalls

Leadership counts in a crisis
Leaders who convey a sense of caring and empathy can
prevent conflicts and reassure employees in a crisis. That
helps finance teams stay connected, cohesive, and productive.
Good leaders should consider the following:
y Be a role model. Set up a personal self-care plan with
scheduled breaks and peak attention hours. Model
emotional vulnerability to create a workplace where
people feel comfortable sharing in virtual town hall or
check-in meetings. Schedule tasks ahead of deadlines.
y Learn to read the virtual room. Ask your colleagues how
they are feeling, and pay attention to body language.
y Accept that everybody makes mistakes. When you
stumble, acknowledge the gaffe, explain your intent,
and ask for suggestions.
y Watch out for uncharacteristic behaviour and check in
with colleagues you haven’t seen in a while. Make sure
you don’t forget anybody.
y Schedule online coaching sessions to support
colleagues. Listen attentively, don’t interrupt, respond
without judgement, and ask what they need.
y Be aware that you might not have all the answers.

Sabine Vollmer is an FM magazine senior editor. To comment
on this article or to suggest an idea for another article,
contact her at Sabine.Vollmer@aicpa-cima.com.
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Businesses have several options to rebuild revenue streams when
sales drop off rapidly in a crisis. They can adjust pricing and offer
different payment terms, shift from in-person to online sales,
target new customers, offer new products, enter new markets,
and seek support in mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures, or
alliances.
Businesses around the world successfully mitigated the
pandemic’s impacts. Here are a few examples of pandemic pivots:
y The owners of The Local Grill, a steakhouse in
Johannesburg, South Africa, covered payroll and operating
costs by filling orders for meat and frozen foods and selling
vouchers for future dinners while the restaurant was
closed.
y Cinelab London, a UK film laboratory and post-production
company, emphasised archival and preservation work
when the pandemic shut down movie shoots across the
world.
y BrewDog, a UK brewer and distiller operating 102 bars
worldwide, made use of parts of its operations to produce
hand sanitiser and distributed it free to healthcare services,
charities, and other frontline workers.
y Sharent, a Singapore startup that began in the
customer-to-customer business segment, where
individuals can rent or share underutilised assets such as
a high-end baby carriage or an evening gown, switched
segments. Within weeks, the startup generated a new
source of revenue by helping a thermal disinfection
machine manufacturer rent its machines to businesses in
Singapore. ■
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Ask the Expert • TECHNOLOGY
Reaping the benefits of digitisation
Q

What are the challenges businesses look to solve with SAP Concur
solutions?

A

We help organisations automate processes that are manual, paper-based,
or Excel-based and often laborious, such as travel, expense, and accounts
payable processing. With technology replacing a lot of manual processes,
companies mitigate risk and strengthen their cash flow positions. Our cloud
software is easily bought and installed and requires no physical interaction to
instal. As companies reduce the time spent filing and processing expenses and
invoices, they enable their people to focus on more value-added tasks.

Q

What are the benefits of automating finance processes?

A

Milena Kirandjiska

Director, UK SMN,
Customer Success
SAP Concur

Milena Kirandjiska leads the
Customer Success Onboarding
Function in the UK for SAP
Concur. She has been with SAP
Concur for more than 10 years,
working with customers of all sizes
and segments to build a holistic
approach to drive better outcomes
for all customers. Early investment
in customer relationships and
cross-functional collaboration have
been the cornerstone of her strategy
in speeding up value delivery for
customers and ensuring exceptional
retention for SAP Concur.

SAP Concur drives a relentless pursuit
of what’s possible into everyday travel,
expense, and invoice processes —
continuously developing new tools to
automate and integrate them so your
people get more done and you get more
control. With SAP Concur solutions,
you’ll move beyond yesterday’s tedious
tasks to keep your business running at
its best every day, from anywhere.

By allowing technology to do the heavy lifting, your finance team can use
the time to focus on more strategic elements of the business. This includes
providing them a moment to take a step back and holistically look at the
spending trends and costs across your business. By doing so, they can often
pinpoint spend patterns, but also identify opportunities to reduce costs, providing
visibility and guidance to help positively impact the bottom line in the short and
long term.

Q

How can business leaders future-proof their organisation?

A

Digital transformation is here and, for small and medium-size businesses
(SMBs) employing an automated invoice solution, it is a positive step in
becoming a business that is ready for scale and growth. Not only will it benefit
your bottom line, but it will create positive staff experiences and efficiencies that
help truly optimise your business — now and in the future.

Q

How do you support companies that are scaling?

A

SAP Concur solutions have supported thousands of SMBs to scale their
processes and systems while gaining greater visibility into data. Often our
customers expand their footprint by going into new markets and new locations,
opening new offices, or adding new services, projects, and products. Scaling
their SAP Concur platform is a straightforward process that allows them to focus
on their most business-critical activities.

Q

How can businesses plan for business continuity?

A

The baseline for any company will be the stability of its IT and finance
infrastructure. How many of your crucial processes can keep running on a
stable platform, in the cloud, while protecting critical data and assets and
ensuring compliance? The more processes are adapted to run online, the better
positioned you are to weather crises. Customers tell us that not having to deal
with paper to manage their accounts payable processes and expenses has
been invaluable.
Start your automation journey today by visiting https://www.concur.co.uk/.
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Navigating culture
differences in
Western deals
in China

A business intermediary,
Zhongjian ren, can help Western
companies build relationships and
trust when making deals with Chinese companies.
By Steven Swientozielskyj, FCMA, CGMA, and Xihui Chen, Ph.D.

A

business intermediary can add value within
a team through their specialist skills,
knowledge, competencies, and experiences
to deliver greater organisational outcomes.
When considering multinational company
activities — negotiating contracts, for example —
managers need to consider that any interaction with a
potential foreign company will require compliance with
the local laws and also a certain meld of cultures.
It is also a challenge for enterprises working across
borders to combine resources and operations to handle
the cultural differences. In the West, people pay
attention to information, institutions, and networks. On
the other hand, the Chinese put a premium on
individuals’ social capital within their family and
friends, and between business partners. From a Chinese
perspective, meeting with
strangers is viewed with
suspicion and distrust. An
intermediary or type of
business partner —
Zhongjian ren — has an
important role to help
Western companies earn
trust and achieve
business deals in China.
Having a talented
go-between is particularly
indispensable at a time when
many companies face business
disruptions caused by COVID-19.
Here are some points to consider in relation to
intermediaries. They can:
y Help with complicated regulations and legal
processes and deal with the government or
relevant local authorities.
y Set up a negotiation strategy that is suitable for a
potential client.
y Operate a business review from customer, social
media, PR, former employee, and other key
stakeholder perspectives.
y Understand the local market and find an
innovative solution.
y Help Western and Chinese companies learn to
collaborate more efficiently with mutual respect
and achieve successful business deals.
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

The 21st century is an era of economic globalisation,
yet despite this, business is experiencing great
challenges in cultural differences. China has
experienced exponential growth over the past few
decades, with a resulting GDP of $14.4 trillion in 2019
— second only to the US. The proportion of its
population living in urban areas — its urbanisation rate
— has reached nearly 60%. China’s broad market
prospects attract many Western investors seeking
opportunities to form joint ventures or participate in
mergers and acquisitions in the country. Here are
contract negotiating tips to keep in mind when the West
meets the East.

Make company checks
Running company searches and credit checks is crucial,
as it provides an insight into the company’s financial
situation and trustworthiness. The basic information
— company name, address, establishment date,
ownership structure, and financial information — for a
registered Chinese company is normally available
publicly. People can obtain company information in
Chinese by on-site searching at the local Administration
for Industry and Commerce (AIC) registry.
An effective business intermediary can offer
company searches and provide detailed information,
including additional information that is not included in
the official database. However, be aware that the Chinese
government takes a strict view of data privacy breaches,
and the punishments are severe. For example, under the
criminal law, illegally providing, selling, or purchasing
personal data can result in up to a seven-year prison
sentence with a fine.

Carefully conduct due diligence
Conducting due diligence is less common in China than
in Western countries. Cultural sensitivities play an
important part for many Chinese companies. Trust is
important in China. Even with a pre-agreement and the
due diligence team performing professionally and
cordially, leaders of a Chinese company may still feel
offended if a team of lawyers or professionals arrives at
their business premises, scrutinising documents and
interviewing their employees.
The business intermediary can suggest the Western
company eliminate certain seemingly offensive aspects
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from the process of due diligence on the
Chinese company at the preparation stage
of the negotiation. For example,
depending on the circumstances, the
Western company can substitute the
employee interviews by running a credit
check with an independent third party;
conduct interviews (with permission)
with long-established customers or
suppliers; and use other approaches that
will not cause any direct conflicts.

Keep contracts short
Contracts should be kept simple and
short. In the West, standard contracts are
generally thorough and long. Western
businesses draft contracts with the
purpose of leaving no open loopholes that
could expose the contracting party to risk.
Additionally, Western companies tend to
conduct negotiations in a formal way
— the review process of a lengthy contract
can be exhausting. In contrast, businesses
in China sometimes rely heavily on good
faith and value personal connections (the
concept of guanxi) more than the
preciseness of contracts.
Having a business dinner with the
Chinese company employees is one of the
typical processes of Chinese deal-making.
Companies can obtain information that is
not provided in reports — for example,
family situation, personalities, and the
level of company or personal financial
distress. However, bear in mind, the
Chinese shy away from saying “no”,
especially in a face-to-face situation. The
following behaviours can indicate a
negative response from a Chinese
business person:
y They change the subject and ask
another question.
y They turn silent.
y They start using ambiguous
words, for example, hai xing (fairly
passable), hai hao or hai bu cuo (fairly
all right, not bad), xiang xiang (let’s
have a think), or kan kan (let’s wait
and see what happens).
An effective business intermediary can
read and explain facial expressions,
moods, and body language during
face-to-face meetings or even
videoconference meetings.
The Chinese focus more on the process
than the goal. If strong trust and a good
impression can be established over time,
Chinese companies will pay less attention
to contract clauses. The final version of
the contract may only be one or two pages
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long, and the Chinese companies may not
even review the contract before signing it.
In this case, the intermediary can
suggest that Western companies provide
the Chinese companies with contracts
between five and ten pages long and
which state only the important and
necessary clauses. These would include,
for example, the terms and conditions of
the transaction, the rights and obligations
of each party, the consequences of a
breach, payment terms and dispute
resolution, and language conflict and
contract termination circumstances.

Use a good translator with a legal
background
Apart from the cultural differences,
language is another barrier in crossculture business activities. In the contract,
the precise translation of some of the
clauses in English might be completely
different from the Chinese meaning, and
vice versa. The discrepancy in the
translation may expose the companies to
risk. The two parties ought to be informed
about the translation discrepancy because
they have to agree and fully understand
the rights and obligations before
committing to the business deal.
An effective business intermediary will
be able to recommend a reliable, neutral
translator (not a recent graduate without a
legal background) or an international law
firm that provides translation services
(both English and Chinese). Of course, the
business intermediary should also
suggest that parties explicitly state in the
contract which language prevails in case
of dispute.

Negotiate with the right person
Companies and the lawyers representing
them from common law jurisdictions
should double-check which person at the
Chinese company should be negotiated
with and who has authority to bind the
company in contract. They also need to
ensure the Chinese company
representative is authorised in writing by
the company.
It is worth noting that it may be
offensive if you directly ask the
representative his or her authorisation
status at the first meeting. You may obtain
some information by asking for their
business card and through general
conversation, or the business
intermediary can investigate the
information — for example, the business

licence — and review the authorisation
near the conclusion of the negotiation.

Avoid cybersecurity risks
According to Chinese laws, contracts duly
agreed through emails and other electronic
methods are valid. However, sufficient
evidence is needed to indicate that the
sender or recipient of an electronic
contract made in this way is the
contracting Chinese company or its
authorised representative. The check is
especially important during the pandemic
— COVID-19 is a gift for cybercriminals.
Working from home can make online
systems more vulnerable than ever, and
hackers send phishing attacks to steal and
amend company information and
documents.
To avoid any future issues, the business
intermediary should suggest exchanging
the printed original contract executed by
both companies after the contract is agreed
electronically. The business intermediary
can also provide up-to-date information
for the clients via an online platform — for
example, Microsoft Teams, Zoom, or
WeChat.
In terms of the payment, it is strongly
recommended that the company should
always confirm the bank details with the
Chinese partner in multiple ways — for
example, by email, online message, phone
call, video call, face-to-face meeting, and
written document.
Ultimately, company leaders in the
West who pursue deals in China will have
the best chance of success if they pay
careful attention to cultural differences
that can stand in the way of an agreement.
By finding common cultural ground with
their Chinese counterparts and working
through competent intermediaries,
Western business leaders can develop the
trust and goodwill necessary for an
agreement that is productive for everyone
involved. ■

Steven Swientozielskyj, FCMA, CGMA,
is CEO of Business Partnering Global
Ltd. and a past CIMA president. Xihui
Chen, Ph.D., is a lecturer in accounting
and finance at Teesside University
Business School in the UK. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact
Oliver Rowe, an FM magazine senior
editor, at Oliver.Rowe@aicpa-cima.com.

Evolve and
transform your
team’s skills.
Grow your
organisation.

In times of unprecedented change
and risk, let our team of expert
consultants help your organisation
plan a learning strategy or
intervention for your finance team
to make sure they are FUTURE ready.
Only 10% of CFOs say their finance teams have the
skills they need to support the organisations’ digital
ambitions.
Fifty-four percent of employees would spend more
time learning if specific courses were recommended
by their manager.

How can we help?
Trusted by over 5,000 organisations worldwide,
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Finance
automation:
The coronavirus
impact

COVID-19 caused companies to
reconsider their automation efforts
as home working and other business
stresses revealed gaps in existing processes.
By Oliver Rowe

A

s COVID-19 tore into business
and operating models early in
the year, the pandemic
provided a spur for
executives around the world
to rethink their companies’ automation
projects. According to an EY report on
mergers and acquisitions released in
March, 36% took steps to change the speed
of automation, 41% understood “the need
to re-evaluate” it, and just 23% were fixed
on the status quo.
Forward to July and in a poll conducted
during the Association of International
Certified Professional Accountants’ Agile
Finance Reimagined series of webcasts,
“explore automation” was second only to
scenario planning in terms of the
strategies that finance leaders were
considering or already implementing.

What is robotic process automation?
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Robotic process automation (RPA) combines the ability to record and automate
steps in a process with the ability to extend that automation across more than one
application.
RPA can be described as a virtual robotic worker that drives processes across
applications by performing tasks previously done manually by humans. For
example, the robotic software can see when a project is completed in one
application and automatically generates and sends an invoice seeking payment in a
different application.
Software vendors have released a number of applications that allow users to
program RPA software robots without coding knowledge. Some of the best-known
vendors include Automation Anywhere, Blue Prism, Microsoft Power Automate
(formerly Microsoft Flow), Pega, and UiPath.
Costs can range from free for certain “community editions” to five figures per
user for developer licences. Prices vary widely even within vendors, but in general,
Automation Anywhere and Blue Prism would be considered upper-tier providers
while Microsoft Power Automate and UiPath would be cheaper options.

At London-headquartered global
financial services company Legal &
General, a finance automation project that
started in 2017 with small-scale “concept
automations” has made some progress
during the pandemic, the company’s
automation delivery manager for process
transformation, Gareth Williams, told FM.
He explained that employees working at
home, a demand for greater business
resilience, and the ability of software
robotics to work beyond normal working
hours combined to dial up the need for
automation (see the sidebar, “What Is
Robotic Process Automation?”). “We expect

there will be an increasing appetite for
further automation activity going forward
as business activity stabilises,” he added.
Initially, however, as the company
began to navigate the pandemic, existing
plans to onboard new technologies and
expand the IT team working on finance
automation “naturally” took “a back seat”,
Williams explained.
Anastasia Fokina, ACMA, CGMA, is
chief operations officer at Home Credit
Vietnam. Previously, as CFO at Home
Credit Bank in Kazakhstan, she led a
project to automate cost control within the
bank’s procurement processes, which

Andrew Sword, a senior project
manager with London-headquartered
Legal & General, says that small-scale
automations can reduce the scepticism
of staff who are unfamiliar with robotic
process automation.

Anastasia Fokina, ACMA, CGMA,
formerly the CFO at Home Credit Bank in
Kazakhstan, says the pandemic revealed
deficiencies in automated processes,
prompting the organisation to adopt agile
teamwork as a solution.
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encompass the purchase of laptops and
other IT equipment, marketing services,
and even stationery. In recent months the
need for this control — including
facilitating timely payments without
penalties — had accelerated.
Fokina told FM that the pandemic
immediately revealed the deficiencies in
automated processes — some
semiautomated processes had proved
cumbersome and had become “big
obstacles”. She added: “[The] control of …
processes when everyone [was] not in the
office [was] becoming even more crucial. …
[We] just realised that we [had] to do it —
everything — immediately. Once the
pandemic hit, we immediately created
workarounds to have a quick solution and
started to work on full automation.”
The bank’s response was to adopt agile
teamwork. “Instead of [a] top-down
approach, [a] waterfall approach, we
switched to agile mode. We asked IT to
dedicate separate IT teams … in order to
accomplish the project very fast,” Fokina
said. All main end-user groups —
commercial, HR, legal, operations, finance,
and IT — were involved in user-experience
testing, she added.
Fokina said the bank had earlier this
year frozen hiring, except for new IT staff.
This exception was an invest-to-save
policy that was designed to reap postautomation benefits.

Project challenges
L&G’s finance robotic process automation
(RPA) project began in the fourth quarter of

Gareth Williams, an automation delivery
manager for process transformation at
Legal & General, says the work-fromhome trend caused by the pandemic has
increased the need for automation, a
trend that should continue.

2017 to reduce the need for manual,
repetitive, nonjudgemental tasks.
Successful “concept automations”
followed. The choice of RPA technology
— Blue Prism — was carefully determined
by considering a range of available
technologies and the types of business
processes initially ripe for automation.
“Blue Prism fitted our initial purpose and
was already used within Legal & General,
so it was a technology we were familiar
with. We knew what benefits it could bring
and had experience within the
organisation to help us get things started,
which was a great help,” Williams said.
Many of L&G’s business divisions and
processes are quite similar in terms of
technology and process steps, he said, so
knowing it was already working in some of
the other business divisions made the
decision easier.
The project’s initial challenge was to
“sell” how automation can complement
existing finance operations, particularly to
those not experienced with using the
technology. “From the outset the focus has
been on removing the manual, repetitive
tasks to allow our people time to focus on
value-added activities,” explained Andrew
Sword, senior project manager involved in
the L&G automation project.
Non-IT staff who had not seen
automation in action found it difficult to
visualise software robotics’ capabilities,
Sword said. “That’s why doing a smallscale concept automation invariably
always opens up the door to further
opportunities,” he said.
Sword added: “We have overcome …
hurdles by ensuring the correct message is
filtered from the top down and by
showcasing some of our success stories
across the business.”
He explained that the automation team
worked closely with other business units,
bringing them on the automation journey.
“We have a clearly defined flexible
engagement model and delivery approach
with teams who are new to automation or
who already have an existing digital
workforce [automation robotics]
supporting them,” Sword said.
He added that his finance team’s close
working with existing automation teams
across the business ensured that best
practice, which is constantly reviewed,
was applied to the automation model
used.
Williams quantified that around 25–35
virtual robotic “workers” with logins and
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

email addresses and doing the repetitive
tasks previously done by a similar number
of humans have been deployed across the
L&G Group and the L&G Investment
Management divisions over the past two
years. “This equates to approximately
40,000 hours of [human] manual work
being processed by our digital [robotic]
workforce annually,” he said. The robotic
workers cover a wide range of business
areas and processes and sometimes
operate 24 hours a day.
“These changes [involve] robots that
save significant time, remove risk,
improve speed of delivery, and improve
employee and/or customer satisfaction,”
Williams added.

Advice
For the L&G automation team, the key
lesson learned is to avoid doing too much
at once. “Sometimes it’s a better approach
to quickly remove the high-volume
elements of a process leaving … small
exceptions of a process to be completed
manually [rather] than to spend every
effort trying to fully automate the entire
process and every scenario around it,”
Williams said.
Williams’s, Sword’s, and Fokina’s
further advice for management
accountants starting on a finance
automation journey includes:
y Gather support from the business
leadership team. Naturally, people
will initially be worried about
automation and what it means for
their future, so having senior support
and getting the correct message
across about why they support it is
crucial.
y Ensure business expectations
are set out upfront. Business
involvement, including from legal or
compliance teams, is needed through
the development lifecycle. Spending
time first with the business customer
to get the design right will save time
further down the line.
y Start small, learn, innovate, and
adapt. Understand how automation
could work in your environment and
scale incrementally. You’ll naturally
build momentum quickly, which you
can then capitalise on.
y Consider the risks and benefits. A
more accelerated approach is likely to
introduce a significant amount of risk
into your operation and impact the
cultural shift needed in the business.

You may, however, deem the benefits
to be worth the risk.
y Don’t merely copy the legacy
process when automating it. If
needed, it should be redesigned and
optimised before automation so that
the same unnecessary steps are not
replicated in the new process.
y Use the best tools for the size of
your company. You may not need to
implement expensive technology for
making enterprise resource planning
system automations. Consider more
agile and less expensive tools that are
available. ■
Oliver Rowe is an FM magazine
senior editor. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact him at
Oliver.Rowe@aicpa-cima.com.

Resources
Articles
“Directing Change Management in
Automation Projects”, FM magazine,
October 2020, tinyurl.com/y2qo2576
“3 Tips for Introducing RPA”, FM
magazine, 27 February 2020,
tinyurl.com/y4tfx5lu
“How to Verify Vendor Claims and
Manage RPA Deployment”, FM
magazine, 9 January 2020,
tinyurl.com/y5fvn7cb
AICPA members
Digital Mindset Pack — Automation
Focus, tinyurl.com/yxaab4uf
Robotic Process Automation
Fundamentals for Accounting and
Finance Professionals Certificate
Program, tinyurl.com/y2atwge9
For more information or to
make a purchase, go to
future.aicpa.org/cpe-learning or call
the Institute at 888-777-7077.
CIMA members
Robotic Process Automation
Fundamentals for Accounting &
Finance Professionals Certificate
Program, tinyurl.com/y4tokncw
Robotic Process Automation
Strategy for Business Leaders,
tinyurl.com/y3qgn5ta
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Ask the Expert • BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain: From buzz to mainstream
Q

Is blockchain buzz or reality?

A

Since blockchain technology was introduced, there has been much promise,
speculation, success, and failure around various projects. Our 2020 Global
Blockchain Survey revealed that 83% of respondents believe their company
will lose competitive advantage if they don’t adopt blockchain technology. The
evolution of the technology from peer-to-peer payments to a transformative
trust technology coupled with the evolution of thinking by companies directing
investment dollars toward real transformative applications could create the pivot
to mainstream adoption. Most survey respondents have blockchain in their top
five strategic priorities, and of those, most have brought blockchain into some
level of production. In the short term, blockchain technology is moving into
the mainstream.

Amy Steele

Audit & Assurance Partner
Deloitte & Touche LLP

Amy Steele is a partner in the
National Office of Deloitte & Touche
LLP and serves as the Global and
US Audit & Assurance methodology
leader for blockchain and digital
assets. She co-chairs the AICPA’s
Digital Assets Working Group and
serves on the Center for Audit
Quality’s Emerging Technologies
and Cybersecurity task forces.

Q

What are areas of concern over blockchain reliability?

A

A key feature of blockchain technology is immutability of its records. This is
a compelling benefit of using information from a blockchain for operations and
financial reporting. However, the reliability of information on a blockchain not only
depends on its data inputs but also the design effectiveness of the consensus
mechanism and the roles of those involved in the blockchain network. This
reveals many factors to consider, including methods of consensus for validation
of transactions, integrity and distribution of network participants, the governance
structure that aligns incentives with desired behaviors, and processes for
addressing issues and implementing changes that benefit the network. It is
critical to consider these factors when evaluating blockchain’s reliability and, by
extension, the information recorded on it.

Q

How will blockchain change the auditor’s role now and in the future?

A

Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL), a UK
private company limited by guarantee,
its network of member firms, and their
related entities. In the United States,
Deloitte refers to one or more of the
US member firms of DTTL, their related
entities that operate using the “Deloitte”
name in the United States, and their
respective affiliates. Certain services
may not be available to attest clients
under the rules and regulations of
public accounting. Please see deloitte.
com/about to learn more about our
global network of member firms.

Today, auditors should endeavor to be informed about blockchain technology
and the use cases or deployment by the companies they serve or within their
broader industry. These may vary from nonfinancial information sharing to
automated financial transactions. Not all auditors need to be blockchain experts,
but they should develop enough understanding to consider its impacts on
financial reporting and audit. As blockchain technology is deployed and digital
assets become more commonplace, there will likely be new demands for trust
and confidence in information, networks, and systems. In response, future
auditors will likely develop new methods and tools for providing assurance and
become, or interact with, blockchain experts.
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Automate
processes with
Excel Power Query

Discover the powerful tool that lets you
train Excel with examples.
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By Liam Bastick, FCMA, CGMA

I

n October, I introduced you to Excel Power Query. This
month, my holiday gift is to teach you two great ways to put
that power to work. The first way will teach you a method
you can bank on. The second one will show you nothing less
than Power Query’s best feature.

Automate bank reconciliations
Imagine you had two data tables — it could be your bank
statement and a spreadsheet — and you wanted to perform a
reconciliation. For this example, let’s consider the tables shown
in the composite screenshot “Revenues and Costs”.
Do you see that both lists use a five-digit code number (in
the left column)? I want to see which items do not reconcile.
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Revenues and costs

Yes, this could be performed with COUNTIF formulas in Excel,
but manual manipulation is required.
An alternative is to both merge and append tables:
y Merging is when columns from one table are added to
another (this requires a field that can be used to identify
which rows match).
y Appending is when rows from one table are added to another
(this requires the tables to share the same field names).
The first thing is to import both tables into Power Query.
You do this for each table by picking one of the options (that
matches the file format) in the Get & Transform Data group
on the Data tab of the Excel Ribbon. Once there, select one

of the tables (say, “Revenues”), and then click on the Merge
dropdown (circled in the screenshot “Merge Queries”) on the
Home tab and click on Merge Queries as New (to generate a
new table rather than merge with an existing one).
This gives rise to the Merge dialog box, shown in the
screenshot “Merge Dialog Box”, where the two tables and fields
may be selected.
Don’t worry about the revised names in the screenshot — I
have simply ordered the two tables based upon their Code.
There are several join kinds (pictured in the “Merge Dialog
Box” screenshot); the one required is the Left Anti (“left” is the
top table, and “right” is the bottom one). This creates a table

Merge Queries

Merge dialog box
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where records in the top table do not have a corresponding
item in the second table (ie, they cannot be reconciled).
Clicking OK creates the screen featured in the screenshot
“Unreconcilable Table”.
Notice the final column says “Table” (in green). This means
Power Query cannot display all of the fields in one column.
However, clicking on the icon to the right of the final field and
selecting the correct fields generates the table shown in the
screenshot “Table With Cost Columns”.
We have the first part of the table, and this query should be
saved. Repeating this entire process and using the Right Anti
join creates the other half of the reconciliation — this time,
rows in the second table not in the first.
Appending (using the feature on the Home tab of the
Ribbon) and closing and loading these two tables will then
produce the report (once sorted by code) shown in the
screenshot “Revenue and Cost Colours”.
You can Close & Load this data back into Excel now, all
cleaned up. Power Query has recorded all of your steps. If the
source data were to be updated, all you would need to do is
click Refresh All on the Data tab and your transformed report
would be updated in a heartbeat.
Tedious bank reconciliation tasks will become a thing of
the past.

Unreconcilable table

Table with cost columns
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Revenue and cost colours

How to use Excel Power Query’s best feature
Power Query is a fantastic tool for transformations, but
sometimes you run out of knowledge, experience, and/or
coding ability to perform the changes you require. This is
where a wonderful feature called Column From Examples
comes in.
Consider if you type into Excel the data shown on the left
side of the screenshot “Replace Values”.
I want to change the dates to the format “Wednesday,
December 25, 2019”. How on earth do I do this? If you have US

Replace Values

However, depending upon your regional settings, it may
not be as versatile as you think. For instance, if I were to
change the data type to Date, you might get the results shown
on the right side of the screenshot “New Column of Dates and
Date Errors”.
This is because, given my default regional settings,
25/12/19 represents the 12th day of the 25th month in the
year 2019, whatever that is (12 January 2021?). Certainly,
Power Query is confused and provides the Error message for
all but 1/1/20.
Retracting this step, I need to get more clever. For those
new to Power Query, it’s easy to miss the date type symbol’s
functionalities. If I were to left-click on this symbol to the left
of the field name (presently indicating the field is a text data
type), shown in the left screenshot under “Changing the Data
Type and Data Type Dropdown”, I get the menu shown in the
right screenshot, where I can select Using Locale.
This produces the Change Type with Locale dialog box,
where I can again set the data type to Date and also change the
locale (ie, the regional setting) specifically for this field. For
example, 29/03/2016 will be recognised as 29 March 2016 —
which is exactly what I want. Therefore, I click OK.
My list of dates is now recognised as dates, but I don’t know
how to change it to the required format. There’s no button for
it on the Ribbon!

And now for the good stuff
regional settings, this field may not even recognise the values
are dates, especially given the inverted commas (quotation
marks).
After creating a Table in Excel (Ctrl+T), I import the data
into the Power Query Editor. I do what I know how to first. I
know how to remove the quotation marks, by right-clicking on
the field, as shown in the screenshot “Replace Values”.
It’s easy to replace the punctuation with nothing, which
gives rise to data that is more manipulable, as shown in the
left screenshot under “New Column of Dates and Date Errors”.

This is where I resort to Power Query’s star performer. If you
forget everything else I have ever written, do remember the
wonder that is Column From Examples, which is situated in
the General group of the Add Column tab in the Power Query
Editor.
Clicking on Column From Examples reveals the screen
shown in the screenshot “Add Column From Examples”.
In the right-hand Column 1, I type exactly what I want,
similar to the Flash Fill feature in Excel. Once I press Enter,
the message above the tables advises me to enter more sample
values.

New column of dates and date errors
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Changing the data type and data type dropdown

It’s not a bad guess, but it isn’t right, as it assumes the
month will always be December and the year will always be
2019. Therefore, I give Power Query a further nudge in the
right direction by putting one more row in for the final entry,
“Wednesday, January 1, 2020”, as shown in the screenshot
“Teaching With Examples”.
That’s more like it!:
Text.Combine({Date.ToText([Date], “dddd”), “, “, Date.
ToText([Date], “MMMM”), “ “, Date.ToText([Date],
“%d”), “, “, Date.ToText([Date], “yyyy”)})
This time, I can click OK, and I have my desired formatting.
If I delete the first field and rename the second field, I can
then Close & Load back into Excel, as shown in the screenshot
“Dates in Desired Format”.

Dates in desired
format

Typing the same thing into the second row serves no
purpose, so I skip it, type “Thursday, December 26, 2019” in the
third row instead, and again press Enter.
Power Query guesses that the transformation I require
(provided by M code) is:
Text.Combine({Date.ToText([Date], “dddd”), “, December “,
Date.ToText([Date], “%d”), “, 2019”})

Suddenly, the impossible seems possible. If you can operate
a mouse, know how to type, and can press Enter, then maybe
you, too, can trivialise all of those manual, repetitive burdens
you so look forward to each day at work. Just don’t let your
boss find out. ■

Add Column From Examples
Liam Bastick, FCMA, CGMA, FCA, is director of
SumProduct, a global consultancy specialising in
Excel training. He is also an Excel MVP (as appointed
by Microsoft) and author of Introduction to Financial
Modelling. Send ideas for future Excel-related articles
to him at liam.bastick@sumproduct.com. To comment
on this article or to suggest an idea for another article,
contact Jeff Drew, an FM magazine senior editor, at
Jeff.Drew@aicpa-cima.com.

Teaching with examples
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How leaders can avoid the
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dangers
of ‘yes’
people
If ‘yes’ is all you’re hearing, you have reason for concern.
By Hannah Pitstick

L

eaders who surround themselves with an ocean of
nodding acquiescence are liable to run into icebergs. In
order to discover issues while they’re still small and
encourage team members at all levels to propose
creative solutions and challenge ingrained ideas,
leaders should navigate their teams towards a culture of candour
and away from blind agreement.
“The danger of surrounding yourself with ‘yes’ people is that
often those people are telling you what they think you want to
hear versus what they actually think,” said Kim Scott, author of
Radical Candor: Be a Kick-Ass Boss Without Losing Your Humanity,
based in the US’s San Francisco Bay Area. “If you haven’t created a
culture of psychological safety on your team, chances are people

‘Because I had the ear of someone
who was willing to listen, we were
able to recognise the signs early and
make a plan.’
Joselin Martin, CPA, CGMA, recalling how frank communication helped her company ward
off the worst of the 2008 financial crisis

aren’t going to feel empowered to
challenge you when you’re wrong, which
can lead to disastrous consequences.”
Joselin Martin, CPA, CGMA, owner of
True North CFO, based in Baltimore in the
US, has witnessed both the consequences
of stifling candour and the benefits of
maintaining frank communication in all
types of business relationships, whether
it’s between owners and financial
managers, managers and direct reports, or
finance professionals and clients.
Martin was working as a financial
manager for a construction company
during the years leading up to the 2008
Great Recession, and she could see from
her projections that the organisation was
highly susceptible to any changes in the
industry. She believes that her ability to
have uncomfortable conversations with
the general manager about challenges
facing the organisation allowed them to
make hard decisions that helped avoid the
worst of the crisis.
“Because I had the ear of someone who
was willing to listen, we were able to
recognise the signs early and make a plan,”
she said.
Whether you’re working to break down
silos between functions, encourage direct
reports to speak up, or facilitate the free
flow of ideas, here are some ways to avoid
the dangers of yes people within your
organisation:

Actively seek and reward feedback
Perhaps the best way to encourage your
direct reports to give you feedback is to
actively ask for it and receive it in a way
that shows they can continue to be honest
with you, Scott said.
“Convince your team you actually do
want to hear what they really think,” she
said. “Show them that your requests for
criticism are genuine and that you
sincerely appreciate it when they say what
they think.”
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Scott recommends leaders ask for
criticism regularly and reward candour
when received. It may take a while for
direct reports to gather the courage
necessary to give difficult feedback, which
is why it’s important to reward small wins
along the way.
For example, Scott’s request for
feedback was consistently met with
silence during team meetings, but
eventually someone spoke up to complain
about the tea in the office. In response, she
thanked them publicly, wrote them a note
by hand, and approved funds to get better
tea for everyone in the office. Even
relatively minor feedback like this can be
used to show your entire team what
happens when they speak up about
workplace issues, she said.
Feedback can also be collected through
company-wide surveys, which can be
anonymous to eliminate any fear of
retribution. The key to encouraging
employees to speak up about issues in
surveys is to take the feedback seriously
and implement any common-sense
requests immediately.
Kirsten Duke, CPA, CGMA, the CFO at
DomainTools, based in Seattle in the US,
said an organisation-wide survey helped
company leadership recognise that
employees were fearful of coming back to
the office while COVID-19 continued to
pose a risk and a vaccine was not available.
“We listened to this feedback and made
the decision that employees would be able
to continue to work remotely through the
end of the year, at which time we would
assess the situation for next steps,” she said.

Get an outside perspective
Employees are sometimes afraid to
confront their boss directly about an issue,
but they might be more willing to express
their concerns to a third party, Duke
suggested.
Earlier this year, DomainTools

conducted an organisational assessment,
where they brought in an external
consultant to ask each of their employees
what was contributing to their doing their
best work and what was getting in the way
of their best work. The consultant then
took those themes and reported back to
the company leaders, who created task
forces made up of employees to help
determine how they could best address the
identified issues as an organisation.
“Having the leaders determine how to
best address these issues wouldn’t work,”
Duke said. “These are themes that were
brought up across the organisation, and
the employees across the organisation are
the ones that we need input from on how
to best solve them.”

Conduct skip-level meetings
If you’re a manager of managers, and
you’re concerned that the people who
work for your direct reports are having
trouble voicing concerns, Scott
recommends conducting skip-level
meetings once a year to help overcome the
challenge of hierarchy. During a skip-level
meeting, you meet with the people who
work for each of your direct reports to give
them an opportunity to give feedback
about their boss. The feedback is then
compiled and shared collectively with the
manager so they know what was said but
not who said what. This ensures the team
is comfortable criticising their boss
without fear of retribution.
“Through this process we get to hear
what concerns there are across the
organisation,” Scott said. “Feedback
typically comes back loud and clear
through these questions. We can take that
feedback and listen to those voices to
make changes for the better of the
organisation.”
This process not only helps uncover
voices from all levels of an organisation,
but it can also help make your direct
reports better managers. During these
meetings, you can collect candid feedback
on a wide range of issues that can then be
used to improve the organisation.

Experiment with role-playing
One way to encourage team members to
consider a variety of perspectives and
avoid settling on the ideas proposed by
leaders is to experiment with role-playing,
according to Michael Roberto, DBA,
Trustee Professor of Management at Bryant
University in Smithfield, Rhode Island, in

the US, and author of Why Great Leaders
Don’t Take Yes for an Answer.
Roberto has done a number of
decision-making case studies on
businesses across industries and has
witnessed a few highly effective roleplaying experiments that encouraged team
members to view issues from fresh
perspectives.
When one company was trying to
decide on a strategic alliance, for
example, the CFO had the team role-play
the competition, prompting them to
consider what the reaction might be if
they were to form each alliance and what
consequences they might see down the
road after doing so.
In another exercise, the CFO and other
members of the finance team took on the
perspectives of marketing, sales, and
operations, while marketing, sales, and
operations team members looked at issues
from a finance perspective.
“It got this robust dialogue going, and it
opened people’s eyes,” Roberto recalled.
“Making people stand in each other’s shoes
turned out to be a great way of helping the
team understand each other’s
perspectives.”
Any exercise that encourages team
members to consider new perspectives or
propose additional options can arguably
help reduce the likelihood of echo
chambers and increase effective business
partnering.

Get creative with meetings
Holding meetings outside the confines of
a conference room can help eliminate
oppressive formalities and encourage a
free flow of communication. Martin is a
big fan of walking meetings, and she has
often had her teams walk together from
the office to a nearby coffee shop as they
discussed both personal and work-related
topics.
“It was a little bit social, little bit
catching up, but if there was anything that
was on anybody’s mind, it was a really
good time to bring it up,” she said. “The
conversation was much more open and
didn’t feel like a conference-room meeting
— it’s about creating that environment
where communication is flowing back and
forth among everybody.”

Take the stigma out of mistakes
Everyone makes mistakes, but when
employees or leaders try to hide or
minimise their blunders, it’s impossible to
address and learn from them in a timely
manner.
“In construction there’s a saying that we
love good news, don’t mind bad news, but
hate surprises,” Martin said. “Don’t
surprise me — 99.9% of the time it can be
fixed a lot quicker if we just do it now.”
In order to destigmatise mistakes and
encourage everyone to speak up about
issues, Scott sometimes plays a game she
calls “Whoops-A-Daisy” with her team.
To play the game, leaders bring a stuffed
daisy flower to their next team meeting
and share a mistake they’ve made in the
past week. Then she opens the floor to the
entire team and lets them know that
anyone who tells a story gets automatic
forgiveness.
In Scott’s version of the game, the
person who tells the best story, as
measured by the level of applause, wins
“Whoops” for a week and $20. She
explained that the $20 prize is primarily to
give team members a reason to play along
with her game. And the part where leaders
share a mistake of their own is an essential
component of the game because the team
will feel much more willing to share their
blunders once the leader has demonstrated
vulnerability.
“Starting this process and getting
people comfortable with sharing their
mistakes is extremely valuable for
creating a culture of feedback and
learning,” Scott said.

Step out of the room
It can sometimes make a huge difference
when the leader steps out of the room and
allows the rest of the team to talk amongst
themselves, according to Roberto.
If your team seems to have hit a wall, he
recommends summarising the issue,
telling them you want some options and
an evaluation, and then stepping out of the
room for a bit.
“Once you’re in the room, the whole
dynamic changes,” he explained. “Stepping
out of the room sometimes can be a great
way to give people a chance to get their
thoughts in order.”

Perfect your poker face
Team members are only going to freely
express their opinions if they feel
psychologically safe enough to do so, and a
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key part of achieving that psychological
safety is reacting appropriately when
people do come forward with a problem or
say “no”.
Roberto stressed that leaders should
never tell their employees, “Don’t come to
me with problems, come to me with
solutions.”
“This is horrendous leadership because
what you’re basically telling people is hide
the problem unless you have it all solved,”
he said. “That’s terrible because you want
people to tell you what’s going on.”
Instead, leaders must do their best to
react calmly to bad news and work with
their teams to develop collaborative
solutions. When you react, consider not
only your words, but also your tone and
body language.
“Take a breath before you answer,”
Martin suggested. “And then find out why
the mistake happened, because it could be
that a company process is the problem; but
either way, we definitely don’t want people
to try and hide issues.” ■

Hannah Pitstick is a freelance writer
based in the US. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Drew Adamek,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.com.

Resources
Articles
“4 Ways to Practise Vulnerability at
Work”, FM magazine, 4 August 2020,
tinyurl.com/y3cs5qsa
“Stop Sugar-Coating Your Feedback”,
FM magazine, 9 July 2020,
tinyurl.com/yxtwwgbo
“4 Ways Finance Leaders Can Increase
Employee Engagement”,
FM magazine, 24 June 2020,
tinyurl.com/yy4a8g54
Podcast episodes
“Leadership Tactics to Better Support
Employees in Turbulent Times”,
FM magazine, 8 July 2020,
tinyurl.com/y69o48hc
“What Makes an Effective Leader?”,
FM magazine, 8 April 2020,
tinyurl.com/y47xquwd
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Advice for
managing up
Properly managing up requires being clear
about what you want and understanding
your boss’s management style.
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By Rhymer Rigby

M

anaging up is a skill that’s
often mentioned in passing
but rarely explored in detail.
Colleagues will say, “You
need to manage up as well
as down.” But if asked to elaborate, they’ll
usually just explain that you need to learn
to deal with your boss. However, managing
up properly can have a huge impact on
your working life — and even make the
difference between career success and
failure. So, how do you do it?
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Tell your boss what you want
You will often hear people complain, “My
boss has no idea how much that annoys
me.” And you know what? You’re right.
Your boss is not a mind-reader. Many
problems between bosses and employees
occur because one party does not know
there is a problem; the problems can fester
for years. Tell them and they will often
change their behaviour immediately. In a
similar vein, your boss is not going to
magically know that you want more

responsibility or a pay rise. You need to
communicate.

Get to know their management style
What do they like and what do they hate? If
you have a boss who is detail-oriented and
likes to be kept in the loop, provide them
with regular updates. Conversely, if your
boss is a broad-brush person concerned
mainly with the bigger picture, don’t bother
them with every incremental advance.
Understand their personality, too. Are they

you have a high-flying boss who is moving
up fast — and you show yourself to be a
diligent and dedicated employee who has
bought in to their vision — they’ll often take
you with them when they move on.

Bring them solutions, not problems
No boss is going to thank you for telling
them that your colleague Michael is ill this
week and so you will not be able to deliver
a report on time. Instead, say, “Michael is
ill this week. Our options are as follows.
Give me Olivia for two days or drop the
last section of the report and we can
deliver it on time. Alternatively, we can get
it done for next Wednesday. I can sound
out the client on this if you want.” Try to
bring this positive, outcome-focused
thinking to everything you do. Your boss
will see you as proactive and can-do, even
though what you are really telling them is
that you can’t deliver a report on time.

Understand the pressures your boss
is under
It’s not uncommon for people to gripe
about their manager and how difficult
they are, only to later discover that the
manager was in fact shielding their team
from the worst of it. Make an effort to
understand your boss’s place in the
hierarchy, the issues and politics she has
to deal with, and the health of your
department and company. This way, when
your boss says, “I’ve got to cut your
budgets by 20%,” rather than moan, you’ll
know everyone else’s budgets were cut by
35% and she’s doing her best for you.

Be a good employee

a social person who loves small talk or an
introverted type who just wants to get on
with the job? What’s their background?
What do they value in professional terms?

Understand what they want
Many people take directions from their boss
but never actually ask the boss what they
want. So sit down and ask what they hope
to achieve and how you can be part of that.
Understand their career goals and
ambitions. It is in your interest to do this. If
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

Be respectful, courteous, and helpful. Pick
your battles and don’t endlessly push
boundaries or indulge in sarcasm. Show
that you are a team player and that you
understand that your boss has other
people to manage and not just you.
Remember, too, that your boss, like you,
needs to manage upwards. Demonstrate
empathy and emotional intelligence.

Do not undermine your boss
There’s a fine line between being a
proactive employee who shows initiative
and picks up the slack and one who looks
like they might be a threat. This line will
vary significantly from person to person,
and you need to know where the
boundaries are.

Understand office politics but do
not play them
Knowing what the tensions are in and
around your colleagues and what
other people’s agendas are will help
you be more effective. But as much as
you can, you need to rise above petty
rivalries. Similarly, do not butter up
your boss. You want to be seen as
professional and competent with a
reputation for speaking candidly, not
as a yes man or yes woman.

Be honest
People often get themselves into
terrible trouble because they don’t tell
their boss when things start going
wrong. This means minor problems
balloon into serious ones that cost
huge amounts of money and eat up
time. In the worst situations, these can
even threaten the survival of
businesses. So, make sure you have a
relationship with your boss where you
can tell them when things start to go
wrong.

Make your boss look good
Support them and promote them and
resist the urge to bad-mouth them.
This doesn’t mean being a sycophant
or being unrealistic about your boss. It
means that you act as an ally and a
supporter and recognise that their
success is your success. ■

Rhymer Rigby is an FM magazine
contributor and author of The
Careerist: Over 100 Ways to Get
Ahead at Work. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Neil Amato,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Neil.Amato@aicpa-cima.com.

Hear more
Want to be more visible to your boss in
a remote-work environment? Get
advice on that and more from Rhymer
Rigby in the recent FM podcast
episode “13 Answers to Questions
About Work Amidst the Pandemic”,
available at tinyurl.com/RhymerRigby.
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The year
ahead in
robotics

I

Robots by
the numbers

ncreased demand for new applications in
healthcare and the production of personal
protective equipment are expected to boost
sales of robotics in industrial and service
sectors in the next few years, according to the
World Robotics Report 2020 published by the
International Federation of Robotics, a Frankfurtbased trade organisation that tracks robot market
data globally.
As the world waits for an effective vaccine to
stamp out COVID-19, manufacturers may
contemplate increasing automation in their lines to
ensure their production is more resilient to world
events and macroeconomic shocks. Continual
technological advancement will also increase ROI
on robot installations.

Two-thirds
Asia’s share of newly
installed robots
globally.

China remains the main end user of industrial robots
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Annual installations of industrial robots in 15 largest markets, 2019
China
Japan
US
South Korea
Germany
Italy
France
Chinese Taipei
Mexico
India
Spain
Canada
Thailand
Poland
Czech Republic

140.5
49.9
33.3
27.9
20.5
11.1
6.7
6.4
4.6
4.3
3.8
3.6
2.9
2.6
2.6
0

20

40

Source: World Robotics Report 2020, International Federation of Robotics.
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Robot advantages

918

y 	 Resilience in production

amidst challenges such
as pandemics.
y 	 Dull, dirty, dangerous,
or delicate tasks may
be shunned by human
workers.
y 	 Modern robots have
smaller carbon footprints.

The number of robots per
10,000 employees in
Singapore, the country with
the highest robot density
in its manufacturing
industry.

Robot disadvantages
y 	 Lack of standard

programming platforms
make it difficult to teach
robots new tasks.
y 	 Limited or no possibility
of retrofits to add new
features.
y 	 Initial investment may be
substantial.

2.7
million

Use of robots will
accelerate because …

y 	 Cloud platforms and 5G

Industrial robots
operating in
factories around
the world.

provide technological
infrastructure.
y 	 Robot-as-a-service
leasing models increase
affordability.
y 	 Human-robot
collaborative applications
enhance traditional
robotics.

Operational stock by industry

Operational stock of industrial robots by customer industry — world
(Thousands of units)
Automotive

762

Electrical/electronics

509

Metal and machinery
Plastic and
chemical products
Food
All others
Unspecified

81
74
64

216
182
176
171

923

672

281
248

174
149
121
282

Source: World Robotics Report 2020, International Federation of Robotics.
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Harding delivers speech at Polish event on economic recovery

A

ndrew Harding, FCMA, CGMA, chief executive–
Management Accounting at the Association of
International Certified Professional Accountants, spoke at
the ABSL (Association of Business Service Leaders) FDI
forum “Crisis Boosting Investments” in September in
Warsaw. Guests from global businesses and national
authorities, and international experts joined the Polish
Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki and Deputy Prime
Minister Jadwiga Emilewicz.
Harding delivered a keynote speech on how finance
leaders can drive economic recovery and took part in the
panel discussion “Rethinking Corporate Strategies in the
Face of New Reality”.

Andrew Harding,
FCMA, CGMA,
speaks at the
Association
of Business
Service Leaders
FDI forum
“Crisis Boosting
Investments” in
September in
Warsaw.

Kazakhstan students to join CIMA cooperation programme

TOP: PHOTO COURTESY OF ABSL; MIDDLE: PHOTO BY FREEDARST/ISTOCK;
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C

IMA and KAZGUU University in
Kazakhstan have formally agreed to
work together to train and grow
the number of internationally
recognised finance professionals in the
central Asian country.
The cooperation programme is open to
almost 600 students at KAZGUU University
pursuing undergraduate degrees in
accounting and audit, finance, economics,
and management. Based on their university
courses, students will be exempted from
taking three out of four of CIMA’s Certificate
in Business Accounting (CertBA) exams. In
addition, after passing one CertBA exam in
English, students will be able to obtain an

international certificate and proceed to
the CIMA Professional Qualification.
Vadim Bozhenik, head of CIMA Eurasia,
said KAZGUU graduates would now be able
to join “the international community of
CIMA students and have the opportunity to
start their pathway to earning the coveted
Chartered Global Management Accountant
(CGMA) designation”.
Lyazzat Khairullina, vice-dean for
graduate studies at KAZGUU University,
said: “The cooperation with CIMA is not
just the recognition of our academic
programmes by the global professional
community. It makes our students highly
competitive both locally and globally.”

This year, 32 students who formed eight
teams from KAZGUU University took part
in the CGMA Emerging Leaders
Competition 2020 Europe, an eight-month
initiative that was launched by the CGMA
Global University and Academic Center of
Excellence and the CIMA Europe Team in
partnership with 22 universities in
mainland Europe and Eurasia.

CIMA member receives OBE for services to equality
and procurement

S
Shirley Cooper, FCMA, CGMA

hirley Cooper, FCMA, CGMA, has been awarded OBE (Order of the British Empire) in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours list 2020 for services to equality, women’s empowerment, and the
procurement profession. Cooper is a co-founder and board adviser to legal firm Tapestry
Compliance and is a nonexecutive director at the UK government’s Ministry of Justice. Her roles
championing women include UK chair of the International Women’s Forum and trustee and
treasurer of UN Women UK. She is also a member of the Association of International Certified
Professional Accountants’ UK CFO Advisory Forum.
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Sri Lanka holds virtual career festival

I

n September, CIMA Sri Lanka held a “Hundred & Ten Percent” weeklong
virtual career festival. The event included speakers across various
industries on topics relating to the five skills areas of the CGMA
Competency Framework: technical, leadership, people, business, and
digital. A 24-hour Hackathon tested participants’ problem-solving skills,
and an Elevator Pitch segment provided the opportunity for entrepreneurs
to pitch their product or business idea to well-known business leaders.
Zahara Ansary, ACMA, CGMA, Sri Lanka country manager at the
Association of International Certified Professional Accountants, said: “This
festival fully utilised the power of the digital landscape, whilst providing a
platform where industry leaders, both local and global, and individuals
across the island came together for an enriching learning experience.”

Zahara Ansary,
ACMA, CGMA,
(left) talks to CIMA
Vice-President
Melanie Kanaka,
FCMA, CGMA.

Nominations to the 2021–2022 Association Regional Advisory Panels
and Management Accounting committees
he Association of International Certified Professional
Accountants’ Nominations Committee comprising CIMA
and AICPA members will convene in December 2020 and
January 2021 to nominate members for the board of directors
(ie, Association, Management Accounting, and Public
Accounting boards) and its chairman and vice-chairman and
select committees with terms from June 2021 to May 2022.
These committees include the Management Accounting (MA)
committees (Lifelong Learning Committee, CGMA Exam Board,
and Thought Leadership and Business Ethics Committee) as well
as the eight Regional Advisory Panels.
In July 2019, the Association’s Management Accounting board
of directors voted to have all seats for the committees
determined by the Nominations Management Accounting
subcommittee. CIMA Council approved this resolution in
October 2019 with the objective of building a strong pipeline of
volunteer talent, providing opportunities for rotation of a broad
and diverse membership, and ensuring candidates are fit for
purpose.
All individuals interested in serving on the Regional Advisory
Panels, Lifelong Learning Committee, CGMA Exam Board, and/or
the Thought Leadership and Business Ethics Committee should
complete and submit an online form to ensure a common set of
information on each candidate is received.
More information about the composition and objectives for the
committees and Regional Advisory Panels, along with nomination
forms, can be found for CIMA members and AICPA members at
tinyurl.com/y4t72mbt and tinyurl.com/y55cfk78, and must be
received at VolunteerServices@aicpa-cima.com by 17.00 hours
GMT on 1 January 2021. If interested members do not receive a
prompt email confirmation of their form, they should contact
VolunteerServices@aicpa-cima.com before the closing date to
actively seek confirmation.
For questions and inquiries regarding submitting a
nomination, contact the Association’s Governance team at
VolunteerServices@aicpa-cima.com or one of the following
Association staff liaisons:
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Regional Advisory Panels
y Africa – Tariro Mutizwa,

Tariro.Mutizwa@aicpa-cima.com
y The Americas — Nate Fredrickson,

Nate.Fredrickson@aicpa-cima.com
y Australasia — Venkkat Ramanan, FCMA, CGMA,

Venkkat.Ramanan@aicpa-cima.com
y Europe — Jakub Bejnarowicz,

Jakub.Bejnarowicz@aicpa-cima.com
y MESANA — Venkkat Ramanan, FCMA, CGMA,

Venkkat.Ramanan@aicpa-cima.com
y North Asia — Vicky Li, FCMA, CGMA,

Vicky.Li@aicpa-cima.com
y South East Asia — Venkkat Ramanan, FCMA, CGMA,

Venkkat.Ramanan@aicpa-cima.com
y United Kingdom — Emma Bailey,

Emma.Bailey@aicpa-cima.com

Committees
y Lifelong Learning — Stephen Flatman,

Stephen.Flatman@aicpa-cima.com
y CGMA Exam Board — Tracey Fabiyi,

Tracey.Fabiyi@aicpa-cima.com
y Thought Leadership and Business Ethics — Ash Noah, CPA,

FCMA, CGMA, Ash.Noah@aicpa-cima.com
Candidates will be notified of their status in March 2021.
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CIMA’s role in improving charity reporting

A

ll UK charities must keep
accounting records, prepare
annual accounts, and make them
available to the public upon request.
Reporting requirements differ
according to the type, gross income,
and assets of the charity. All charitable
companies, and any noncompany
charities with a gross income of more
than £250,000, must prepare their
accounts in accordance with the
Statement of Recommended Practice
(SORP). The SORP-making body
includes UK and Ireland charity
regulators.
SORP is applicable to charities
preparing their accounts in accordance
with the Financial Reporting Standard
(FRS 102) applicable in the UK and
Ireland. The Financial Reporting Council
(FRC) oversees SORPs for several sectors
and, in order for them to be approved, any
changes must comply with the FRC’s
policy.
Under the Charities (Accounts and
Reports) Regulations 2008, the SORP
must be used when accounts are prepared
under the Charities Act and when
preparing the trustees’ annual report.
Charities must work in the public interest

and inspire trust that ensures ongoing
support.
The trustees’ role is to ensure that the
charity is meeting its public benefit
requirements, and the trustee annual
report prepared under SORP must give a
“true and fair view” of how they have
been achieving that.

SORP engagement partner
The SORP is updated occasionally to take
into account changes to charity law and
accounting standards. In 2019, as part of
its work to improve the charity
accounting framework, the Charity
Commission for England and Wales
announced that the SORP-making body
was seeking engagement partners. CIMA
applied and was awarded places on both
the Trustee and Independent Examiners
strands. CIMA’s representative on both
these engagement strands is Susan
Coffey, FCMA, CGMA, who has significant
charity sector experience.
Coffey said the new engagement
strands will benefit CIMA members and
the public. “It enables a wide range of
stakeholders to share ideas on charity
financial reporting at a really early stage
in the SORP-making process,” she said.

“The fact that there are engagement
strands that cover all key SORP
stakeholders means that we won’t be
looking at the SORP in isolation, [but] we
are able to exchange ideas and identify
issues and agree as a wider group how we
can effectively address those issues.
“The trustees’ report and accounts tell
the charity’s story. It’s important to
remember that charities rely on
volunteers, and in many cases it will be
volunteers writing those reports. So they
need to be easy to follow but still contain
the necessary information,” Coffey said.
For more about the SORP Engagement
Partners, visit tinyurl.com/CharitiesSORP.

S

ince October 2018, CIMA Council has been reviewing the
consistency of its size and constitution in order for the
governing body to be best placed to consider new possibilities
and opportunities for the global membership and profession.
It will also allow Council to confidently explore new ideas
when considering matters of strategic importance. Most
recently, Council agreed to a re-distribution of constituency
seats to reflect more proportionately CIMA’s global
community and profile.
Therefore, elections will be held in February 2021 for the
following electoral constituencies (EC). Nominations for
candidates (Fellows) to fill the vacancies must be made by six or
more members (three of whom must be Fellows) whose
registered addresses are in the EC concerned.

EC
EC10
EC14
EC16
EC17

East, West Central, and Southern Africa
South Asia
South East Asia
Europe, North Africa, and Middle East
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Two vacancies
Three vacancies
One vacancy
One vacancy

A nomination form for candidates for election and other
information are available to download at tinyurl.com/yapo6yoh.
They may also be obtained from the governance team at CIMA by
emailing corporate.affairs@aicpa-cima.com. Please read the
rules carefully before completing the form.
The nominations must be received on the prescribed form by
23.00 hours GMT on Sunday 3 January 2021 and should be clearly
marked for the attention of the governance manager. A scanned
copy of a signed and completed form is acceptable.
The governance team will acknowledge receipt of the
nomination form promptly, either through an automated
process or by individual acknowledgement. It is however the
candidate’s responsibility to ensure that his or her form has been
received. In order to avoid uncertainty, it is recommended that, if
candidates do not receive a confirmation, they contact the
governance team directly at corporate.affairs@aicpa-cima.com
before the closing date.
If there is more than one candidate for a vacancy, a ballot will
be conducted. The governance team will contact you if an
election is required. ■
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Elections to CIMA Council 2021: New global vacancies

Opportunity,
meet preparation.
The Finance Transformation Certificate Program
is for leaders in the future of finance.
What your finance team looks like now is not what it will
need to look like in the near future.
The Finance Transformation Certificate Program helps you
lay the groundwork with insights into why the changes are
necessary and how your team will need to respond.

For more information on
learning for your finance
and accounting staff, visit
cimaglobal.com/learning.
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On track for
free trade

PHOTO BY RICCARDO GANGALE/BLOOMBERG/GETTY IMAGES

Freight wagons pictured in 2016 carry
gravel on the Mombasa-Nairobi
Standard Gauge Railway line that
connects Mombasa, East Africa’s
largest seaport, and Kenya’s
capital, Nairobi. Increasing
efficiency of transport and
logistics in the continent
is key to facilitating
intra-African
trade.

M

ore than 85% of Africa’s total exports are bound for
markets outside the continent. This is starkly different
from other parts of the world, where most exports are
within the same region. Through the African Continental
Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) agreement — the world’s
biggest free-trade pact by number of countries (54) — African states aim
to boost economic integration by lowering or eliminating tariffs on 90%
of goods and services. Negotiations on competition, investment, and
intellectual property rights are still underway. The first commercial deal
under the pact is set to take place in 2021.

Islamic Finance:
A different
perspective on
global business
Uncover a world of possibilities in a trillion-dollar
industry. Learn more about the award-winning
CIMA Islamic Finance qualifications.
®

cimaglobal.com/islamic-finance
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If undeliverable, please return to:
Warners Midlands PLC
The Maltings
Manor Lane
Bourne, Lincolnshire
PE10 9PH

Join our
Global
Career Hub
— where top companies and top talent in
the accounting profession come together.
Thinking about a career move?
The Association of International Certiﬁed Professional
Accountants Global Career Hub, combining the strengths of
the AICPA® and CIMA®, connects you to your next opportunity.
Our job search tool lets you choose from a wide variety of jobs,
updated daily and customizable by role, location, salary or
sector. You can also create job alerts that are delivered straight
into your inbox, as well as ﬁnd dedicated career advice on
everything you need to support your job search.
Kick-start your search:
mycareer.aicpa-cima.com
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